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A MOMENtOUS QUESTION•• The all•t.portant que8tion 
still reulna: by what spirit are our schools 
an~ted? Do they cultivate the hi&ber faculties 
in the nature of childhood••ite conscience, ita 
benevolence, a reverence for whatever ie true and 
sacred? Or are they only developtoa upon a grander 
scale the lower instincts and selfish tendencies of 
the race? • • • lnowins as we do that the found&• 
tiona of national greatness can be leid only in the 
industry, the integrity, and the spiritual elevation 
of the people, are we equally sure that our schools 
are foratna the character of the rising generation 
upon the everlastin principles of duty and hu.anity? 
. • • It beco.es, then, a .,_ntoue question, 
whether the children in our schools are educated in 
reference to t~elves and their private interests 
only, or with a reaard to the great social duties 
and preroaativee that await thea in after•life. 
-·HORAe MANN in bia intb Annual keport 
CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
l. Statement of the Problem 
Th purpose of this th sis is 
1. To present review of modern psychological thought on the 
dynamic factors of character guidance for the purpose of deter-
mining the nature of both content and aethods involved in the 
teachin of moral and spiritual values. 
2. To present euamariea of current progr..a for the teaching of 
moral and spiritual values. 
3. To make a comparison between the content and .. thode indicated 
by the findings of psychology and those used in current programs. 
2. Definition of Terms 
Values.-- In the field of guidance the term values stands for those 
goals which are held in high esteem by an individual. From an educa-
tional standpoint, values are important because they lead to motives for 
1/ 
action. Concerning the dynamic character of personal values, Allport-
states: 
"When an interaat-systeaa has once been for11ed it not only 
creates a tension condition that may be rea ily aroused, leading 
to overt conduct in soaae way satisfying to the interest, but it 
also acts as a silent aaent for selecting and directing any be-
havior related to it. 11 
.!/Gordon w. Allport, Personality; A Psychological Interpretation, 
Henry Holt and Ca.pany, New York, 1937, p. 201. 
-1-
Mqral and spiritual values.•• This term has a wide scope of meaning, 
as aay be seen from the following definition: ...... it ia not with any 
particular religious creed or sect that we are concerned in our work . We 
are concerned rather with those general 180ral and spiritual truths under• 
!/ 
lying san • a search for God through the ages." Moral and spiritual 
values may be considered as those qualities which produce an enduring 
basis for right thought and action. They are values which are derived 
from a critical study of right and wrong, truth and beauty, and of those 
things which coaprise the goodneaa of life. The writer wiahes to place 
apecial emphasis upon those basic .oral and spiritual values upon which 
~~great American democracy baa been built and in accordance with which 
it continues in operation. 
"By 180ral and 1piritual values we mean those values which, 
when applied in hu.an behavior, exalt and refine life and bring 
it into accord with the standard• of conduct that are approved 
in our Aarican cultu .e. 112/ 
. -
Character.·· Altbouah moat people have a general understanding of 
the aeaning of character, it ia not easily defined. The dictionary lists 
aevent en different meantnas revealing the lack of precision in the term. 
Among the various definition• set forth by educators, three factors gen• 
erally appear. Most definitions recognize character aa an aapect of 
personality. Many state that character connotes living according to 
principles, All definitions recognize that conduct ia the expression of 
!/Los Angeles City Schools, Heral and Spiritual Values in Education, 
D'ullettn, Number 580, 1954. p. 9. · 
i 
1/Educational Policies Commiaaion, MOral and Spiritual Values in the 
Public Schools, National Education Aaaociation. waahington, D. c., 1951, 
p. 3. 
2 
character. 
The word character is of Greek origin. It originally .eant an i~ 
pression sta.ped upon a coin, or .. rk• engraved upon a aeal. The stamped 
impression revealed the worth o the coin. The engraving upon the seal 
constituted a recognizable and understood sign. Character baa a somewhat 
analogous connotation when applied to people. It implies " •.•. the ad-
herence to moral principles which a person .. nifests consistently in his 
purposeful conduct . Hie conduct constitute• a recognizable and under& 
1/ 
sign of his ~mral worth as a human being.,,-
Character has been described as the intelligent direction and pur-
poaeful control of human conduct according to aoral principles which 
1.1 
have been chosen volwtarily. Ernest Hull statea, "Character ia life 
dominated by principles as distinguished from life dominated by aere im-
puls from wi thin, and by mere circUIUtance froa without." 
Principles.•• In the broad sense of the tera, a principle is that 
from which something proceeds . There are first principles of reality and 
first principles of knowledge. This thesis is concerned with first prin-
ciples of conduct. In this sense, principles are permanent ideas and 
jud nts which guide, direct, and shape conduct. 
MOral principles.-• Morality is the conformity of a person's conduct 
to his own rational nature, considered in itself and in its relation to 
others. The true sanction of morality ie found in the eternal, unchanae-
1/W. A. Kelly, Educational Peycholoay, The Bruce Publishina Co.pany, 
Milwaukee, 1945, p. 534 . 
1 /E •• Hull. The Foraation of Character, B. Herder Book Co., ~t. Louis, 
1929, p . 18. 
3 
able, natural 110ral law. The moral law has been defined as " • ••• thoae 
rules of action, mandatory in form, which reason i taelf reveals as ea• 
tablished and pro.ulgated by the Author of nature and imposed upon all 
11 
.en. " Hence it follows that mral principles are thoae principles 
which are based upon the aoral law. Concernins the nature of .oral prin~ 
1:.1 
ciples, Hull states, 
"True, right principles must be developed in the child. 
True principle• are not aerely the knowledge of what is true, 
or of what duty de.ands. True principle• are dyn..tc and are 
based upon the natural JDOral law." 
Personality.-- Since character guidance ia the proceu of developins 
directina, and aaaiating the ca.plete peraon, a clear and adequate under-
&tanding of huaan peraonality is necessary. It is upon the dignity of 
human personality that the rights, duties, and responsibilities of the 
11 
person hinge. Personality has been defined by Gordon Allport as 
" •••. the dynamic organization within the individual of those paychophye• 
ical eyateaa that determine hia unique adjuatment to his envirODMDt." 
Personality is not a 11ere agareaate of traits, nor is it synon,.ous with 
character and temperament. The term personality includes 11 the charac• 
teristic qualities of a person which form his total make•up as a human 
being. It involves the expression and manifestation of the total powers 
and capacities of a person through his thoughts, words, deeds, and emo-
tiona, as can be clearly seen fro the following definition: "Peraonali 
• B. LeBuffe, Outline• of Pure Juriaprudence, The Fordhaa University 
Preaa, ew York, 1924, p. 27. 
A/Hull, op. cit., p. 15. 
1/Allport, op. cit., p. 47. 
4 
ia the patterned totality of hu.en powera, activities, and habits, 
uniquely organi&ed by the peraon in the active pursuit of his self ideal, 
1/ 
and reveale<l in his behavior. 11 
Human conduct.•• Character and personality are expreaa d through 
conduct. By b..-.n conduct is uaeant " .•.. those actions whieb .. n performs 
kno i gly, willingly, and d liberately, and which be direct& towards a 
11 
known end with attention to th right and wrong of the end." It ia 
commonly a reed among educators that conduct ia the te t of character. 
Te!!perament.-· Tbia term refers to a peraon'a constitution or dia-
position and includes notionali&J• vitality, and motility. In speaking 
of tb possible confusion between tempera.ent and character, vernon 
~.1 
Jones atatee: 
"It ia not without some intereat to the etudent of character 
to know that a p reon is Mlancholy or loomy, irritable or 
even•te.pered .••• However, theae .. ttere of teaper ... nt are 
not central to the concept of character, and no ormal indi-
vidual, aa a result of whatever native or phyaiological con-
ditions determdne hia fundamental te.peramental type. is dee• 
tined thereby to a hiah or low level of character developMnt." 
The intellect.•• A peraon'a apiritual, coanitive power by which be 
acquires knowledge, is called his intellect. Ita function ia thought, 
which consists of three .ental processes, the formation of ideas, judg-
ment, and reasoning. The judgment of the intellect concerning the con• 
fonaity of an act to the moral law is known aa conscience • 
.!./11. Arnold and J. Gaason- The Human Person. Ronald Press. New York, 1953 
p . 219. 
1/J. • lose, Christian Ethics. Devin·Adair Co,, New York, 1938, p. 5. 
1/Vernon Jones, Character and Citiz nship Education, National Education 
4asociation, Washington, D. c., 1950, p. 3. 
.s 
The will. ... According to philosophy , the will 1a .an's rational 
appetitive power. It is diatinct and superior to aenaory desires, phys-
ical tmpulae, and emotional cravinaa. It is a peraon•a power of choice 
between alternatives, and consequently ia the chief integrating force in 
educa.tion and character guidance. For ao. years there baa been a ten-
dency among psyeholoaiata to discredit the tera will, to signify a single 
!/ 
and aiiiPle Mntal power. eprdiq this tendency, Kelly st.atea: 
" •••• practi~ally all paychologiata adait the existence of 
experiences which aa a whole deserve the n ... of volitional 
processes. Hence, there ia a universal agree .. ut that the 
capability, which .an poaaeaaes, to decide upon and to deter-
aine his conduct ia of particular i~ortance in the affairs 
both of aind and of life." 
lt?tives .-- A 110tive 1a a subjective value. It is the reason why an 
I 
act ia perforaed and includea whatever influences the will to act. 
Habits.-· A stable and per.anent facility in the perforaance of an 
act i s known as a habit. In tbia thesis the writer 1a not concerned with 
.are Mchanical habits requiring no reflection nor purpose, but ratber 
11 
with ethi~al habits involving moral worth. Ernest Hull gives the fol-
lowing explanation of ethical habits: 
"A habit involves a like reaularity of action under like 
circuaatances, but if ethical value ia looked for it .. ana 
sa.ething 110re. It Mana a facility in the will to say yea 
or no accordina to a certain standard of conduct doainating 
the aind . " 
Guidance.-- Webster'• New International Dictionary def ines guidance 
as n •••• an. act of aaaietina and leadina, which implies -.ore t..ediate and 
!/bUy, op. cit., p. 188. 
1/Hull, op. cit., pp. 60-61. 
6 
personal conduct than directing." Guidance baa al~aya been a function 
of education. According to ed\ICaton, it consists in iutructin , coun-
aeling, assisting, and directin pupila in the process of formulating and 
choosing worthwhile objective . 
Direct .ethod.•· Henry tester Saith definea the direct method in 
character guidance as " ••.• the uee of definite tiaea, places, and aate-
rials for giving specific instruction in .orals and .annera, ideals and 
2/ 
ethi cs for the purpose of strengthening character."-
Indirect .. tbod.-- The aa.e educator defines the indirect .ethod as 
11 
•••• the attewapt to affect character by enviromaent, activities, liter-
ature, art, and experiences of all kinds. without conaiderin& this as 
character education, without offering specific courses, and without 
11 
havina regular tiM and place for &ivins instruction. " 
3. Justification of the Study 
A new i!petua.-- The paat ten years have witnessed an ever-
increasins 110ve•nt to lUke character guidance a priury and essential 
function of education. Parents, teachers, and thinking people froa all 
walks of life have expre .. ed the conviction that there never baa been a 
sreater need for a sound character auidance progra. in our school1. 
Crises in our political and econoaic life have caused the development of 
!/Willi .. Allan Neilson. ThOMS A. IC.nott, and Paul W. Carhart, Webster's 
ew International Dictionary, G. & c. Merr1411l Company, prinsfield.. 
Masaachuaetts, 1956, p. 1113. 
1/Henry Lester Saith. Character Education, The Palmer Foundation, Texas, 
1950, p. 9. 
~/Ibid. 
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a critical attitude towards the results of modern education. 
Th urgent need for the teachin of moral and spiritual v luea is 
demonstrated by the following conditione exietin 'n our political. 
conoaic, d social life: 
l . An alarming increase in Juv nile Delinquency 
2 . The spread of aaterialisti¢ Co~isa, due t o th lack of criti-
cal thinking baaed on sound moral principles 
3. A decrease in moral responsibility on all lev ls 
4 . A breakdown in family and home life 
5. An increase in the divorce rate 
6 . A alackening of aental disc1pline in education 
7. Poor use of increased leisure time. 
Current progr!!!··· A survey of the field of character guidance in 
the United Statea reveal• that educator• have accepted the challenge to 
aake the teaching of moral and spiritual value• a primary aia in educa-
tion. Many character guidance plana now exist. The survey reveah, bow-
ever, a great difference of opinion concerning content and .. thod. The 
greatest confuaion exists in regard to the uae of the direct t eaching 
aethod versus the •a-called indirect .. thod. 
It is the hope of the writer that the followin& study of the pay-
chology of character guidance will fora a background for the evaluation 
of current proarams and thereby contr ibute, in a small way, to the solu-
tion of this problea. 
8 
4. Scope of the Study 
This study entails a presentation of psychological thought on the 
dynamic factors in character aui4ance for the purpose of providing a 
frame of reference for the exaaination of current character guidance pro-
grams, especially in reference to content and aetbod. 
It includes an ex .. ination of current literature 
guidance in the fo~ of syllabi and publication• for state and local 
syatema. The Character Guid8nce Progr8111 of tha Unit d State Artily and 
Air Force will be presented. 
An atteapt will be ude to limit this study to charact r guidanc 
plans preaented.within the past ten years • 
.5 • Procedure 
1. The paycholoay of character guidance. as presented by Rudolf 
Allers, Ernaat Hull, and Johann Lindworsky, was critically read 
order to fora a fraae of reference for the evaluation of content 
and methods of current pt"o&rau. 
2. A latter waa aent to the National Education Association request 
the names of cities presently engaaed in character guidance pro-
jects. 
J. The cities mentioned in th literature receive from the National 
Education Association were subsequently contact d by letter. 
4. The depart•nts of th United States Army an · Air Force, aa well 
aa the Superintendent of Documents , were contacte for in.L.ul'mu.~;.:a.~.,qj. 
5. Twenty-five pieces of literature were received in answer to re-
quests for information. Each piece was critically read and 
9 
au.aariaecl. 
6 . A compariaon waa ucle between the content ancl teachin methode 
inclicatecl by the fincltna• of psychology and those contain d in 
current character autclance proarama. 
10 
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CHAlTitl II 
CHAJACTill GUIDANCI lN AMIUCAN EDUCATION 
I 
In examining the history of the teaching of .oral and spiritual 
' 
values as an ailll in ._rican Education, one can discern three rather def• 
inite trend • During the Colonial act early National periocla of American 
I 
lif • reli ious principles and icleals forwad the chief motivating forces 
of education. As a consequence, character guidance was a pr11111l'y aia of 
education. With the decline of this religious influence, Se~ular1a b -
I 
came the auiding force in education, and character guidance was consi .. ••· .... , 
incidental. Nov, once again, we are witnesaina a IIOVeMnt which ai• to 
give t teachin& of moral and spiritual values a place of primary i~r-
tance in ducation. This 110dern trend bas bad a slow but steady develop-
nt, clat:l.ng back to the first decade of our present century!. It bas 
I 
gain d great iapetus during the past ten years due in no small .. asure to 
the chaotic conditions of our postwar world. 
An analysis of these three trends points up the fact thAt the cbarac 
ter uidance aim has been i~~PCrtant in proportion to the acc'eptance of 
respon ibility on the part of education for proviclina 110ral :and religious 
instruction in our schools. 
l. Colonial and larly National Pariod•-1620-1850 
The firat schools established by the Colonists were private and rel 
giou in nature. These were followed by the state-aupported religious 
I 
cboole, which were succeeded by the state-supported and sta1 ~e··cttn~rolled 
-u-
• 
public schools. Siace the Coloniate were wen of sincere religious con-
viction, it waa only natural that the pr1 .. ry purpoae of their schools 
was to teach religion and to train tb& 1tudents according to moral prtn• 
ciples. 
The earliest general acbool law in Alllertca, the Order of the General 
' 
Court of Maasachuaetts • iasued in 1647, eJIPbasi&ed the necessity of ia-
' 
parting religious and aoral traintna as the reason for the ~istence of 
acboola. Thus it 1a evident that the teaching of aoral and a'piritual 
values baaed upon recognition of God as the Creator of UD and of the 
I 
I 
univers , was a prillary airA in Colonial education. This concept was not 
' 
liaited to eleMntary education. One hundred forty years before the 
signing of the f)eclaration of Independence, the motto of Harvard Univers 
was &iven as "Ill Christi Glori•... Kaster Dunater. the firat president 
I 
of the university, save sreat ewapbaa:la to the spiritual valuee that char· 
acterized all pbaaea of early American life, as can be seen froa the fol-
lowing student directive: 
nLet avery student be plainly iastructed and earne1tly 
pr ssed to consider well the main purpose of his life and studies 
is to know God .••. the only foundation of aU sound knowledge and 
learning."!/ 
Thi idea of combining reliaion with education spread with the 
growth of our nation. The expression of the unification of religion, 
110ral training, ancl education ie founcl in the Northwe•t Ordinance of 1787. 
as can be seen froa this excerpt: 
1/Jaaes Kelier, Xou Can Cbtye the tforld, Chriatopher Book. Co., New York, 
F 1948, p. 26. 
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I 
"Reliaion, 110raHty, and lmowleqe beina necessary to 
good aove~nt and to the happine.. of lllmkind • acbools 
and the means of education shall ever be encouraged."!/ 
It is clearly evident from these historical facts that character 
ormation wu a primary ai of early American education and that it found 
it sanctio 1n the religious concept of the Fath rhood of God and the 
brotherhood of man. 
2. The Rise of Secularis~-1850 
Secularism in American education means that the school ignores God 
as the Cr ator of man and of the universe .. 
The beginnings of the aeculariat .av-.ent i America could be aeen 
abQut the middle of the niutaanth century . Expanaion, industrialization, 
and urbanization resulted in agitation for nonsectarian schools. The 
state e tablished free public schools for all children, which became def• 
tnit ly and co~letely secular. Reliaion vas dropped froa the curriculum 
and character education bec;:aM so-.thins incidental. Moral and spiritual 
value ere replaced by human and materialistic goal • Character foraa-
t i on, an aim in ducation, was replaced by a Good Citi&enahip oal, 
ly l acking in religious aanction. 
Und r the influence of aat r ialiatic educational philosophy, 
rican youth was turne towards naaterial aoala. Ed~ation bee prep• 
d training for thie life alone. Cocl was not ntion d in the 
This divorce of reli ion froa education baa reaulted in a 
I fundamental valuea. A distorted view of the nature and daat1ny 
. w. Knight, Education in the Ugited §tatee, Ginn and co •• Boaton, 
1930, PP• 124-125 . 
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of man and of the purpoae of life baa reacted adversely upon our society. 
In all fairness, it ~•t b stressed that these unfortunate results 
I 
hav not b en the aia of moat educators. It is the beli f of the writer 
that these consequences are due, in no a .. ll measure, to confused ideaa 
concerning the real Maning of "teparation of Church and state" 
us in our Constitution. Horace Mann, conatdered by uny aa the founder 
of the public achool syatem, points up thit fact in a letter to the 
a verend Mathew Hale S~tb: 
"Every one who has availed hi•elf of the aeana of arriving 
at the truth on thia point, knows that I .. tn favor of religioua 
inatruction in our achoolt to the extre .. at verse to wh~ch it can 
be carried without invading those riahte of contcience which are 
established by the l.ws of God and auaranteed to ua by the Con~ 
stitution of the State. n!/ 
3. A levival of lnteraat--1900 
a gradual reawakentns o.f intereat in restoring character guidance as a 
s i gnificant goal in education. Thit interest wae stimulated by the 
of the Pir t World War and the depresaion which followed it. 
Fonaal recopition was given to the a:w-.at in 1918 when uethical 
character" waa included a1110ng the Seven Cardinal Principles 'of Secondary 
Education. By the year 193 every atate in the union had e•tabliabed 
legal provision for incorporating character developaent as an a~ in edu• 
cation. At least 26 atates had set up specific progr._. This revived 
intereat .waa further 1Uili£eated by a vaat -.,unt of resea~ch and experi-
ntation with methode and practic a. Several nationwide contests we.re 
!/J..ea Xelle~, All God'• Cbildrep, Chriatopher Book Co,, New York, 1953, 
p. 12. 
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launched to timulate conetructive thinking in the field of character 
educatio • n the better known plans resultina from th e contest 
are: The Children's Morality Code, Th Iowa Plan, The Collier Code, 
The lgin Plan, and The Five-Point Plan of the Character ducation lnsti• 
tut • On stron criticism of these plane is that they lacked the r li• 
i ous sanction neces ary to make t hem effective. 
numb r of organizations such as the Young Citi&en League and the 
p t hfinder of America, were founded to function withi the school. Thy 
were widely accepted. 
Oth r organizations for children of tchool a e were founded to 
operate outside the school. Their purpose waa the fo~tion of good 
.oral character. Tbeae oraanl&atione include the Boy Scouts, th Girl 
Scouts, the 4·H Clubs, the Hi•Y, and the Campfire Girls. 
~11 of these plans and prosraas give evidenc of the fact that effec 
tlve character guidance requires so.-tbina more than supplying wholesome 
classroom nviroo.ent and devices such as codes, slogan , and pledges. 
The current e~~phaei .-- As an afteruaath of World War 11 there has 
come a reali&ation that the separation of all reli ioua influence from 
education has created grave problems. Gradually h s coae about the real• 
ization that Secularis has alienated the traditions and fundamentals of 
~rican education. Thinktng people everywhere are daaandiug that God 
and His principles of aorality be restored to the claasroom. Present-day 
school authorities have recogniced the problem for some tt.. and have ex-
pr ssed their concern for i t in the All!lrican Council on Education report 
of 1953 , in the following vorda; 
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" ..•. to be sil nt about religion y be. in effect, to 
ke th public school an anti-religiouS factor in the com-
unity . Sil nee creates the impression in the minds of the 
young that religion ia unimportant and has nothing to con-
tribute to the solution of perennial and ultimate proble 
of human life.... Therefore, it is vitally important that. 
the public school d al with reli 1o • ".li · 
y t ms tbrou bout th nation are xpressing this 
t t ment of their Philoaophy of Education: 
conviction 
"Th school encourages the child, through the establish-
ment of tandar s of da irable ~oup b havi r, to become a 
od citizen with a full knowledge and appreci tion of his 
dignity as a person, and of his moral accountability to hi -
elf, to his f llow man, to his country. and to his God.",!/ 
In de cribin this current inter st in character guidanc , Vernon 
1/ 
Jones states: 
"Intereat in a more dynamic approach to character education 
in the schools haa been emphaeiced in recent years by ny 
·national organization .••• by several of the Poundatio s in the 
fo · of large grant for r s arch and instruction in th field • • • • " 
The P l r Foundat ion of Texarkan , Tex s is one of the lar e 
tions r ferr d to in the bo quotation. It subsidia d tb 
ducted by Vernon Jones in 1950 t ogether with an extensive survey in the 
field of character education conduct d by Henry Lest r Smith . The re-
ault of t urvey w r us d s a guide in the preparation of The iglden 
B.ule Series, th purpose of which is to stimulat critical thinkin in 
t ap lie tion of moral principles to life situat ions . 
!/Keller. All God'a Children, p. 12. 
1,/Steerina Coaitte , A Pbiloaophx of _ llemantarx School §duc;aSion for the 
o ton Public eboola Curricylua. ulletin . · 952, NU.Iab r 1, Boston. 
J/Jones, op . cit. , p. iii. 
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lt i s the intention of the writer to au..ariae the character auid-
ance proj ects of the Pal .. r Foundation in a later chapter. 
These current trends to reatore character auidance to a place of 
prt.ary t.portance in education .. .... are like beacon lights to i ndicate 
the couree ahead . Teachers aaat be prepared to Met these new challeuaea 
1/ 
and opportunities . .. -
!/Jones, op. cit •• p. iU. 
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CHAPTit Ill 
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF CHAUCTIR 
Paycboloatata maintain that a study of the nature of the develo~nt 
of .. n•a character and the conditione dete~nina it is t.portant if 
education is to per fora ita c;luty satiafactorUy. They usert that clear 
ideas about the nature of character, its oriaina, and the influences that 
mould it .uat be given to thoae on whom the taak of character develo~t 
devolves. Guidance of eoub ia iJIPOaaible without an understanding of 
the character of those who are to be guided. 
Dr. Allere defines character as all the factors that ao to make up 
the eneral tara. conduct. He insists that actions provide the essential 
index of character. 
" very law of preference in accordance with which an 
individual deterainea hb eourae of action is nothin& else 
than what we call his character. The character of a un, 
then, is the justification of bia actions."!/ 
1. The llature of Character 
For many,aars educational psycboloay was concerned with the nature• 
nurture queation, i.e., the question of the relative influence of heredi 
and environment upon child development. Thia ia now conaidered to be a 
pseudo problea because despite DUM.roua atucUee on the oriatn of traita, 
i t still proposes an unanawerable question. 
lf Allers, M. D., The Paxcholoax of Character a Sbeed and Ward, New 
York , 1935, p. 32. 
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The influence of heredity.·• If character were only an accumulation 
of inborn traits, so.ethina ianate &Dd inalienable, educators would not 
strive to eetablieh character auidaftce proar.... The autability of char• 
acter haa been established by the testimony of personal experience as wal 
ae by the findinas of pay~boloay. Heredity, however, doee play a part in 
character clevelopaent. lach parson builds hie character upon the founda-
tion of hie native anctow.ent. Thie include• hie body structure, hb ner-
voua aystea, and hie capacities for knowledze, feeling, volition, and 
action. Native endowlent 11 responsible to soae extent for the child's 
reaction to his enviroa.nt. It ia throuah bil physical 81ld Mntal nn~wre1!"au 
and capacities that the child react• to life situations. In epeakina of 
1/ 
the influence of heredity upon constitutional eudowMnt, Allport- states: 
urhe .,re directly a 41uality ie bound to etruct\lr'al in-
heritance the leea IIOdifiable it is . The three principle raw 
aatertala--phyai41ue, intalliaence, and ta.pera.ent••are aen• 
etically deter.tned tbrouab atructural inberitence and are only 
sl1abtly altered by conditioq exiatina subeequent to birth. 11 
In regard to the origin of character traits, Dr. Allers .aintains 
that i t ia extr ... ly difficult, in the liabt of preaent•day knowledge, to 
decide whether a particular trait governina a person's character is to be 
reaarded as a reactive responae to environMnt or u ao.etbing inherent 
in hb final ukeup. He warns • 
"It auat always be ude clear that we should accept peraonal 
cbar~teriatica •• constitutional and inherent only if an explana• 
tion in ter. of reacU.ou to envircm.ent and external circ..atances 
ia found to be insufficient. We reaard thia principle of .. tbod 
as eaaential for all characteroloaical observation and reaearch."1/ 
!/Allport. op~ cit., p. 107. 
l /Allere, op . cit., p. 150 . 
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The influence of environment.·- Psychologists agree that environment 
plays a more isportant role in the develOJMI'8nt of character than does 
heredity . lnviron.ent provides the opportunities for the growth and de• 
velo nt of native capacities. 
In explainina th importance of envi roaaent in character for.ation, 
!I 
Dr . Allers states, "All bUIUil conduct can be a~d up as the relation 
between the eao and the ROn•eao, between the person and hil enviroaant." 
He does not deny that .an individual may posaeaa "conaenital inll4lte pecu-
liarities ," but he does .. tntain that theae can hardly be brouaht to 
li&ht, whereas the other forces that mould cbaracter••envirou.ental in-
fluencea••are not only apparent, but also auac:eptible to chanae. He as• 
aerts that as .an acta he .odifies the envirou.ent which reacta on hi•. 
Th environment that co.ea prtmarily into conaideration it that of bia 
fellowman. Towards him, however, a man'e attitude varies proportionately 
21 
with '' the development of .hie will to power and hia will to co-.mity. "-
Dr. Allers consider• these two pri .. l tendenciea decisive in aan'a moral, 
social, and rel i&ioua develop.ent. 
In deacribin& the taportant at~lua effect of enviroa.ent upon two 
brothers who revealed opposite reaction• to the sa.e situation, Gordon 
J./ 
Allport warne that env1ro~~~~ent eOMtt.a operates in antithetical ways. 
"The S&M fire that Mlta the butter hardena the eg." The principal en-
virou.ental influence• are provided by the howe, the Church, tbe acbool, 
! /Allers, op. cit., p. 21. 
1 / Ibid., p. 78. 
1/Allport, op. cit., p. 102. 
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and the co unity. 
The role of the eao.-· Si nce conduct h s been considered as the re-
lationship bet~een the ego and th nonego or, in other words, between the 
child and his environment, it ia neceaaary to consider the role played by 
th child in character dev lopment. The child is not rely a passive 
recipient of th influencea of heredity and enviro nt. He is an active 
participan.t in the effect& of these forces. By hia very nature aa a per-
son. h possesses intellect and uil l . These powers enable hi• to control 
many environmental factors. The function of intellect and will in be-
havior is explained in ter.e of his knovina and wanting. 
"External activity (behavior) may be evoked by events 
in the enYironJMnt, but what aakea the individual behave in 
a distinctive pattern ••.• can be understood only in terme of 
hie knowing and wantin&. "!/ 
Heredity gives the child hb capacity, environ.ent provides hia with 
opportunity, but the realieatlon of his native capacity and the use of 
his opportunities depend entirely upon hia own will. It is by his will 
that he directs and controls e.otion, thouaht, and action. Concerning 
the importance of the will as a guiding force of life and an integrating 
2/ 
factor in character, Bishop Spalding-states: 
"The purpose of character education is to help youth to 
stabilize emotions and to .ake them serve in pursuing an ideal. 
The proper exercise of the will ie funclaaental in the purauit 
of ideals. Character can be described as educated will.*' 
.,!/M. Arnold and J. Gasaon, The Human Peraon, Ronald Presa, New York, 
1953. p. 174. 
1/Laurian La Forest, "Biahop Spaldin& '• Viewa on Character Education, n. 
Th CathoU.c Education Review (October. 1951) • 49:524·525. 
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P ychologists insist that the child's character must be considered 
as a whole, as a unity, nd not as a mosaic of l!lpecific trai ts. It 1a 
an integration of his native endowment and of hi acquired reactions 
r achin out for an i deal, under the guidance of intellect and will. 
Character 11l\l8t alao be regarded as developtaental. I t i s not a dis• 
t ant culmination of the child's education, but i s so thing to be ach~~·u~•I" 
and realized at every step of hia education. 
2. The Basel of Character Formation 
Success in the field of character guidance r84uirea a knowledge of 
the fac tors which fora the baaea of character. The writer will discuaa 
these baa s in the followin order: 
l . Th inculcation of true and worthy ideals 
2 . The training of the will 
3 . The fonution ~f aood habits. 
4. The establishing of emotional atability 
5. The achieve.ent of 110ral integrity. 
The inculcation of ideals. •• The first atep in character guidance ia 
the inculcation of true and worthy ideala of conduct. It ia said that 
a man' • char act r can be no better than the ideala he cherishes. Brneat 
1:1 
Hull defines an ideal as " •• .• some t ype of excellence which we t .. gtne 
as possible or clesirable, and which we aapire to realize in life. " 
There are good and bad ideals, possible and ~aaible ideala. They 
.· 
are formed in .any waya. So111ftimaa they are auueated by readina or by 
t elevi ion . They aay be made up piecemeal, out of the different qualit 
! / Hull, op. cit., p. 12. 
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a person notices in other people and desires to ~itate. No matter how 
the ideal 1• formed, i t alwaye results in a certain type of character. 
Charact r has been defined as life do~nated by principles, as diatin· 
!/ 
guiah d fr011 life dolainated by •r• :twpulles. Hull draws the fol lowing 
conclusion: 
"Our ideal, reduced to ctef1n1t e teru, ie nothing other than 
the group of principles which we have set our heart upon at the 
guidina standards of our life; u4 the pursuit of our ideal ia 
nothing else than the cherishing of these principles and their 
assiduous application. " 
It ia the "assiduous application" referred to in the above quotation 
that requires will power. Many people entertain lofty ideals but n ver 
get beyond the wishful thinking ata e. Ideals become effective motive 
for action when the .. antna ia clearly perceived by th child, when he 
discovers value in it, and when be acta upon it with satisfactory result 
It is not nough for the school .. rely to present hiah ideals to children. 
Although ood conduct does inwlve a thorough knowledge of the right 
course of action, an ideal baa no power in and by itself. The school 
auat provide an environ.ent in which children .. , practice living up to 
ideals. 
Paychol6giats caution that prudence must be used in selecting th 
type f ideal to present to th child. The ideal .uat not be out of 
reach. Progress toward• it must always be posa.ible. It is the work of 
the school to take the child where it f:lnda bill and to use u a starting 
point the moat practical ideals which often prove to be the ~•t funda-
ntal . 
!/Hull, op. cit., p. 13. 
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The training of the will.-• Child-centered education does not con-
sider the pupil in reference to hh intellect alone. Guided by the find• 
in s of individual paycholoay, it atte.pta to consider the child's total 
p rsonality, includtna hi _.ntal and physical cbaracteriatica. his 
hereditary influences, and hii reactions to envirou.ent. Nevertheless, 
paycboloaiata point out that the fund ... ntal approach in character auid-
ance should be throuah the child's ~nd. In providin& an enviroa.ent in 
which the child .&y be tratDed to react properly, . the school should re-
alise that the child baa a will which alao auat be trained. The will ia 
considered as a person's power of choice between alternatives. It ia the 
chief inte ratina force in education aa well aa the aourc of all achieve• 
Mnt. 
!/ 
Lindworaky ..tea the following observation in reaard to the i~r-
tance of the will: 
"Will, it appears ., baa aade every areat aan what be 11. 
Wealth, atrenath, health, even intellectual ndowaents se 
to b .ore or leas replaceable by exceptional will power. 
e read bow O..Oathenea, in spite of his feeble voice, his 
unfavorable appearance, and hie initial failure, by sheer will 
power trained hi•elf to becOiie the first orator of Greece." 
Mbdern paycbolo&ilts agr e that there is no such thing as permanent 
inner will power which has been built up throuah practice. Will power 
always depends upon 110tives and values, as can be seen fr-om the followina 
!:l 
quotation: 
Johann Lindworaky, The trainina of the jill, Bruce Publiahina Co., 
Milwaukee, 1939. p. 9. 
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·~tiv a ar necea ary for will power •••• Wherever there is an 
aia, a value, a .,tive, will power ie found at work. Where there 
is laatillg, ver•prasent tive, th ra 18 laatin will power. 
We do not pass imaediately to an increase of 'I will' tn ord r to 
difficult resolution. We rather try to haaize in our 
tbouahta •••• the advantages contained in every sacrifice and to 
illimize th unpleasant el&Mnta. The flash £ ingle value 
uy at once induce ua to willingly make a sacrifice." 
The aaae author explains that whatever is a value may, if it becoaea 
aubjectiv , act aa a aotive. The value may be a feeling of pleasure or i 
say be a higher value, grasped only indirectly by thinking. 
High objective values do uot necessarily fora the .oat powerful 
110tive1, expecially for children. Values atat becOM subjective in order 
to work. There are no higher objective values than God, eternity, and 
perfection. However, these lofty values, in moat cases, are not as sue-
easeful in 110ving the willa of children a are subjectively real values; 
for exa.ple, the value of becoaing a Cub Scout or a rownie. 
Lindworaky indicates the following steps for the teaching of values 
l:.l 
and tb acqui ition of will pow r. 
1. Tb teacher should introdu the obj ctive value in his preaenta-
tion so that the pu ils y experience it in a erioua fr..e of 
ind. 
2. Class diacu ion should follow teacher presentation in order that 
th pupils may diseov r subjective values which y b co mo-
tivee for action. 
3. The teacher should indicate the application of the value to eit-
uationa outside of school life for the purpoa of inaurins growth 
and permanence. 
, op. cit., pp. 124·132. 
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"A valu become b rr n if it is no lifted out of the 
isolate ex rci1e, o that it b coaea a value in itaelf. and 
i aasociated wit ll t occasions in which it i to s rve. "!/ 
4 . In ividual subj ctiv valu should b wov n into an 1d al or 
p rmanenc and r · din a of oper tion . 
Th formation con• ,, 
t of h lping the child to for. aound thical principles o conduct 
upon tbes principles wh n appropriate ituations ariee. Th 
co reb na on of principles. and th ir re ular applic•tion to conduct con• 
stitut the formation of habita. A habit baa previoualy been d fin d as 
a stahl and p naanent facil ty in the performance of an act . In char· 
act r uid~ it can be int rpr t d as n •••• a facility 1. the will to 
ye • or no, accorclina to certain atan.S.rda of conduct doainat1n the uu.•1•u··rr 
2/ 
ia ot r worda. a facility in pu~~ing princ iple1 into practie . ~~-
The home is the .oat important factor in the work of habit formation. 
It abould not only be th urs ry. but a l so the laboratory and the work~ 
abop for the acquiaition of permanent habits of conduct. 
ychologiata ree that the £ormation of habits should be in aa 
aoon as the child beaina to talk, at about the aae of two. The child at 
this ataae will not understand the reaaon for a atven direction, but he 
will at least grasp the ide and will be abl to make it his own. At 
early tag the aenee it~pulaes have to be directed by an appeal to aenae 
perceptions . "The child ia told to do thia or not to do that, and the 
command ia enforced by a show of plea ure and diapleaaure, reward and 
1/Lindw rsky~ op. cit., p . 129. 
~/Hull. op. cit., p. 61. 
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pun is nt, and even wh a neceaaary • by phyaical coe1·cion. n ch 
should e done at this early age to teach th child habit o f cl 11 esa 
an r fined behavior as w ll aa to prevent the o tion f t he oppo ite 
bad h bit • 
Pl a urea ahould be aaaoeiated with corresponding dutie : for ex• 
aaple, the child bould be trained to pick up hi toys after playing with 
th Th child hould be encouraged t o carry out t h s habit by 1~ 
1£ . Th a in habit formation 1e to secure the greatest amount of 
ag nt which the charactar of the child allow , and to upple-
externally nly insofar a the child fails to nage for hiaeelf. 
The principl s hold true for fo ing go d habit i n the claaa-
room. sychologiata point out that bad habi t can only b broken by 
ub tituting a good habit in its pl ce. The value of t d sirable habit 
should be preaente.d to the child in uch a tUDner a to n ble hi to 
it a aubjectiva valu and tive for action. Th n w tive 
- ut i nto practice i diately and much encouraaement should b given 
child when h attempt to practice the new habit. It baa b en the 
ex .ri nc of the writer that th use of individual graphs for plottin& 
arowth in a de irable bit b en st ffect1ve in givina ncourase-
nt to th so-call d "problea child." The teacher's ai should alway• 
2/ 
be t develop s lf-diaciplin on the par t of th c ild. rn st Hull-
makes th following co nt o thia point: 
11For i t cannot realized too keenly, ev n i n the earliest 
, that all real tr ining i s self·trai in • and that habits 
!/Hull, op. cit •• p. 61. 
1 / Ibid., p. 62. 
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enforced froa without are worthless, except ao far aa they are 
responded to by a proceaa of aelf•forution w1thin. u 
Authority is necessary for directina the child in for.ina good habit 
Dr. Allers .. tntaina that authority .ust be constructively built up in 
the child'a soul, not i_,oaed upon it. and that love is the only possible 
architect. Only when 1t 18 sustained by love does it beco. authority in 
th real aenae. He cond-.na excessive severity and &88erta that it al• 
moat always originates froa a false idea of authority. 
Puniahllent baa ita place in the work of foraina aood habits 1n chU· 
1/ 
dren. Dr. Aller a-ukea this very important point: 
'~he esaential coonection betveen wronc·doing and punish-
nt is directly apparent even to the ... 11 child. There can 
be no greater .tstake than to dispense with punishment in th 
child' a upbrinatna." 
The puniabaent auat be just and proportionate, but above all it must be 
understood u such, frOJI the standpoint of the child. Dr. Allere states 
that exceasive leniency, or spoilina. baa ita roots in a deficient sense 
of responsibility. 
The eatablishllent of e110tional stability.•• 11Dotional stability 1a 
necessary for a happy, successful life. eaides intellect and will, 
p opl e have feelinas and -.otions which play an ~rtant role in life. 
They color practically all one's actions, behavior , and conduct. They 
furnish p ople with atrona 110tivea, interests, and standards. One of the 
110st difficult probl ... in character guidance is to help the child con-
trol emotions which have beca.e too atrona for his own good. Self-contro 
can only be accomplished throuah the exercise of will power. The value 
of self-control must be repeatedly preaentecl to the child in various ways 
., p. 110. 
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so that he can make it a aubjectiv value and a .otive for action . 
Medicine has long racosntzed the bad effect of strong esotions on 
1/ 
health. In a recent "beat seller" Dr . Schindler- •de the following re• 
vealing state.ent: uover SO per cent of all the illness that doctors aee 
is aaotionally induced Ulness !u 
In diacus1ina •trona a.otions in childhood, Dr . Aller• •••erta that 
fear is a factor of araat cbaracteroloaical importance. Fear, ae such, 
1 an el*)tion; •• a character trait, the ten4ency to be afraid in very 
possible situation is terMd 11tillidity." It is a correlative of the 
feeling of insecurity which ia an essential feature of life in childhood. 
Dr . All ra maintains t hat fear is at the bottom of st c e of diff.&. .......... ,, 
upbrin in • He pictures the situation in the followin& words: 
"Ther is no case of cbaract rolo&ical anomaly, eith r in 
children or adults, no case of dissociation, as in neuroait. no 
c s of di fficult up ringing or of childish shortcoadnga, in 
which open or varioualy dteaubed fear does not lurk; it 1a a 
nev r•failing symptom of all faulty adaptation to th actual 
conditions of life. But only in part is fear a consequence of 
this lack of adaptation; it is to a far areater extent, a cause 
of f.t . ",!/ 
Dr. Allers states further that the child ia, strictly speakin&• justified 
in fe ling afraid and be wane that to rebuke hi• or to scoff at bia for 
his ti.tdity is wholly perverse . Education ault seek to convince the 
child of hie security, and to foster hie confidence in ht.aelf and in 
the world. 
Z.Otiona are t.portant in education froa the standpoint of attitudes. 
1 / Jobn A.- Schindler, M. Dq How t Live 365 Days A year, Pr ntice•Hall, 
Inc., New York , 1954, p. xix. 
~/Allers, op . cit., p . 156, 
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They form the basis of attitudes which are essential to the d velopaent 
of character. Per1onal happiness and mental health ere deterain d by 
attitudes. It 1e not so auch what one lmows aa on • a attitude towards 
oneself and others that is the .ainapring of behavior • 
.:.:::::...;::;:;.::::.:.;:::.:.:==:::.:....::.:::...::~:::...;i:::n:.:t:.:e•ar.:.i::::ot~x. •• A thorough knowledae of 
dilciplinin& of the will, the forutien of aood habits, and the e ... ,.., ....... u,-.. 
Ent of emotional stability will result in the building of moral intea• 
rity. ral inte rity includes both .oral reeponaibility and moral 
stability. It is baaed upon tbe 'IW)ral law wbich bat bean defined in 
Chapter I as " •.•• thole rule• of actions, 1111ndatory in fora, which reason 
itself reveals .. established and pra.ulgated by the Author of nature 
1/ 
and illpoaed upon all aeu. 11-
Morality involves aore then a code for external orderly behavior. 
It provides the dy~c principles for right and happy living . Belief 
in the existence of God aa the Creator of ~~a and of the universe ia the 
only atilifactory sanction for 110raUty. All charact r education 11W8t 
be permeated with instruction concerning the batis for right and wrong, 
the authority of the Ja)ral law, the sacr dnesa of duty, the inviolability 
f conscience, and re pect for the riahts of others. It i evident, 
therefore, that eucceaaful work in character guidanc will ot r ault 
fro any coura of study which d panda wholly on po , pledges, proverbs 
and stories. 
"The aia of our traintna ia not sillply th r eligious ideal. 
What we strive to produce 11 not aulply the .oclel Chriatian, 
. but alao the proper genU.811UUl and even, too, the capable all-
!/Le Buffa, op. cit., p. 27. 
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roun man. n 
3. Conclusiont 
~aaic content of character auidance eroar!!f.•• The paychologista 
uot d in this thesis see to b in agre nt that every ucceesful char• 
act r uidance program must be baaed upon tb following factora: 
1. T e inherent dignity of man 
eapect for one's neiahbor, baaed upon his moral worth in the 
of God 
3. Rever ne for God th Cr ator of -.n and of the universe 
4. Acquisition of aoun moral and spiritual principles. 
Direct method ver ua indirect pthod.-- In re ard to th controversy 
existing aaong many educators concernina the relative .. rita of the dirac 
tho te ching v rsus the ao•called indirect method, it appears evident 
that fro th viewpoint of psycholoay neither method i co.plet in it-
self. lnowledae of ~ral and spiritual values muat prec d intelliaent 
applicati n . Linclvoraky'a procedure for the teacbing of values and. the 
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acqui ition of will po er pointa u thi fact . very pportunity af t 
by th curriculum for the intelligent application of moral and apiritual 
value should be utilized in order to atr nathan t d aired habit of 
actin ccording to principles. 
aycbologists maintain that tbe failure on the part of the child to 
obaer moral thoughtfulness can b attribut d, in aany caaea, to lack 
of sufficient knowledge, resulting in inability to recogni&e the aignifi• 
cane of a situation. Thi condition poatulatea the need for ayat ... tic 
11 ull. op. cit., p. 121. 
tratnin in critical thinking involvina the application of 
ciplea to real life situations . The N J r ey Juven le linqu ncy 
Co s to .-kes the followina generalization: 
11 hen they (children) tranaare•s it ia b ca~e they ar 
con ronted wit aituat iona ~bich th y ack ju~nt to olv 
n any other way or bee use they are expected to ca.ply with 
a ult rules which .ean nothina to tb .. in teras of th ir own 
und rstandina. "!/ 
!/Willig c. Kvaraceus, Juvenile P!liguency and the ScbooJ:., WOrld Book 
Camp y, ~ York, 1945, p. 54. 
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CHAm IV 
CURRENT PLANS AID ULATID LlTElATU 
T e ducational Policies Co saion of the National Education As• 
!/ 
sociation published the followin 1tatement to clarify the position of 
t public school& in the teachta& of .oral and spiritual valuea: 
" If th public -choola are to go forward, certain probl 
must e c nfronted with honesty. The road will be difficult 
enouah without allowiq wiahful thinkina and spurious coapro-
adsea to cloa the way. We .ust clarify the easential values of 
AJierican life. we autt conaider the aourcea from which these 
value& derive their aupport. We -...t i~U~uire how the public 
acbools can teach tha1e value• effectively . Fi.n&ll)'t we 11U&t 
ak how the help of other educational forcea in tbe <i CCDDUDity 
can be enU.ated." 
1. Th P · 1 r Foundation 
In 1946 Mr. Clyde B. PalMr, preaident of the Texarkana Newapapera 
Inc., founded the Pal.er Foundation. throuah which he deaignated $100,000 
for the pr01110tion of character education in the ~ited .tatea. The pur• 
poses of the foundation are atated aa follow•: 
1. To aa•1•t in developtna worthy, uprisht citiaena who will be 
capable of participatina effectively in the social, economic, and 
spiritual life of our country and who, believtna in and seekina 
to put into practice the Golden Rule, will enthusiastically aeek 
to preaerve and uintain the ideals and value• of our AMr1can 
Democracy • 
.!/Educational Policiea Co.aiasion, Moral and Spiritual yalues in the Pub• 
lie Schools, 1951, National Education Aaaociation, Waahington, D. c. , 
• 13. 
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2. To s ek to aacertain, publiciae, and assist in putti into use 
some of th 1101t effective Mthods and ute\'iall in which the 
character education of ou\' children and young people, wbethe~ in 
the boa, the school, or the c~ity .ay . t success fully be 
promoted. 
Befor deciding upon any particular plan for the proaotion of char• 
acter guidance, the Pal .. r Foundation authorized an extensive survey of 
the cba~act r education field under the direction of Henry Lester Saith. 
It also subsidised a workshop which was conducted by Vernon Jones at 
Clark University in Worcester, Massachusetts, for the preparation of a 
teach r-trainins syllabus in charact r education. The Saith Survey was 
used as a uid in the preparation of the Golden Rule Series of co-basic 
r adere which bav recently been publiahed. 
"However, thia (survey) was used very wisely by the American 
Book Company in their preparation of the Golden lule leaders 
which you lli&ht call .odarniaed McGuffey leaders prepared for 
uae of the fourth, fifth, and sixth aradea and directed towards 
character eclucation. '1/ 
2. Character ducation urvey••l947 
Dr . Henry l.eater aitb, Dean !lleritus of the School of Education of 
Indiana University and director of research for the a~r Foundation, 
launched an extentive character education turvey in 1947. UDder hie di· 
rectiou a letter of inquiry concerning methods beina used in the public 
schools for the developaent of character waa prepared and widely circu-
lated. Tb letter waa sent to all state superintendents of Public 
!/Pe~sonal corr spond nee with Clyde E. Palmer, February 25, 1956. 
ee App ndix • 
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Instruction, all executive secretaries of State Teachers Aaeociationa, 
all state organizations of the Parent-Teachers Association in the United 
St te , and to every fifth superintendent of schools, eith r county r 
city, in the United tates. Letters vera written also to all divisions 
of re reb in public schools and colle es and universitie for the pur• 
po of tudying the results of experimental work that had been done in 
character education. 
Approximately 300 r plies to the letter of inquiry were received 
st all atatee and froa 11 the different roups. These replies 
dlacloaed that there is a widespread interest in c aracter guidance in 
the United States and that in -.oy instances excellent work is being ac• 
!/ 
co li h d. 
" I few sch la the amount of effort and time spent is 
pitifully small and the plans follow d are, fr011 the standpoint 
of a tborogoing proar .. , .oat inadequate. Nevertheleaa, these 
schools are doina so.atbin , and if they had aaterial, direction. 
and aesiatance they would no doubt increase their efforts and 
enlarge their work." 
A n er of school syate are following well•or anized plana on a 
lar seal , covering all . rades from kindersarten through senior hi h 
school , while others have pro r for the leMntary grades only. The 
survey reveal d that only one teacher-tr tnins in titution r ported a 
cour designed sp cif ic lly to ive prosp ctive teacher knowled e of 
11 
the character educ tion field . ln r e ard to method, Dr. S th states: 
"Altho no school hu reac::hecl the limit of po.aibilities 
in tboda used in developing charaetel', the wide ranse of 
!/Smith, op. cit., pp. 4-5. 
1/Ibid. , p . 5. 
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thods us d gives vidence of study and plannin as w 11 a 
of a willingness to spend time and effort in acco.plishiug 
worthwhile results." 
Attitudes towards character education.-· Sine the ff ctiv ness of 
charactor guidance programs depends largely upon th attitudes of educa-
t ors, th survey cOIIIDdttee attempted to claasify whatev r attitudes w r 
expressed in the 300 replies received froa the different groups . Th 
attitud were grouped into th following classifications: 
education courses of tile direct thod of teaching char-
acter 
Group 2: Those who are inter sted in character ducation but who 
have not aa yet seriously attacke the probla. of changes 
or additions for improv nt 
Group 3: Those vit lly interested to the point of having ser~ously 
considered the problem and worked out new supplementary 
avenues of approach to it. 
For th sake of clarity, the writer baa su.aarized th statistics 
!/ 
indicating the attitude of ducators in Table 1. Dr. •tth atates 
that " •••• these replies may or may not r fleet the attitudes of the 
~~ajority of the teachers within the tchool systea." 
1/Smith, ..21?..t-S!i·, p. 8. 
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Table 1. Attitudes Expressed by Educators Concerniaa Inter st i 
Character Guidance Proar ... 
~-- · .;_.;..,-::;..._; . 
Group 1 GI'Oup 2 Group 3 
Educators (not interested) (interested (vitally 
'but doing intereated) 
little) 
(l) ,2) <~l (4) 
tat 
uperintendent• 13 22 6 
Coll g e and 
Universiti 14 30 33 
Public Schocll 13 41 70 
Total 
(5) 
41 
71 
124 
!f!tbodi l.n character aclycetio • -- The aurvey revetl a great differ• 
ence of opinion concemina the •riu of the direct •tbocl vereua the 
indirect Mtbocl in the work of character suldance. The direct aetbod 
..U.ea use of definite tillea. plac s, and IDIIt rial for iving specific 
instruction. The indirect method atteapta to affect character through 
environMnt., ~tivity, literature, and ex.,.rt ncee of aU. kinde without 
the aid of specific cours s, an a regular time and place for atvius 
instruction. 
In some of the r plies it 1s clif.ficult to detemin wheth r t he 
writers are in favor of u ina one method exclusively. r of u to a com-
bination of both. 
The writers who believe in u lng the direct pproacb expressed no 
objection to combining it with the indirect approach. However, aoat of 
the wrltere wbo beU.eve in the indireet thod insist upon its use ex-
elus ively . They expressed defin tt oppo it1on to the direct .th cl and 
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claimed that it is futile and outmoded. In regard to these assertions 
the survey committee states: 
"One of the most remarkable and most definite results of 
the survey of opinions on methods is the accumulation of evi-
denc that, while many sehoolmen •••• in the public schools are 
so ardently pointing out that the direct method is ineffective 
and outmoded, there are schools all over the country . • .• actu-
ally making use of the method and enthusiastic over the good 
reaulta. In short, while some are crying, 'It can 't be done,' 
others are going ahead and doing it."]/ 
~I 
Henry Smith concludes, "It seems clear from the survey that tho e 
who believe in and use both the direct and indirect methods probably 
have the best of the arg\U1l8nt." 
Patterns of character education.-· The various means of developing 
character reported in the survey appear to fall into 20 claseifications 
or patterns. No school was reported as using all 20 patterns, but sev-
eral schools reported us ing many of them. The survey has listed the 20 
patterns as character education through 
1. General school environment 
2. Regular curriculum 
3. Influence and example 
4. Intercultural experiences 
5. Special courses of instruction 
6. lxtracurriculum activities 
7. Appeals to reason, common sense, and good judgment 
8. Slogans, posters, proverbs, and cartoons 
9. Use of awards 
1/Smith, op. cit., p. 10. 
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10. Visual aida and radio 
ll . Student government 
12. Student participation in comaunity activit ies 
13 . uidance and adjustment program 
14 . Student p rticipation in school affairs 
15 . Habit•formina exp riences 
16. Homeroom proar ... , experiences, and projects 
17. Poraal and infor.al religious experiences 
18 . Aaa-.bly proarama 
19. "Off the school ground'1 experience 
20. Stressing of traits, ideals, and principles. 
A brief diacueeion of the value of each of these procedures ie pre-
sented in the aurvey report. Numbers 7, 8, and 20 are especially recom-
.ended for the develo,.ent of critical thinking. 
Guidina principles.-· Ei&hteen autdin& principles to be considered 
by adainietratora and teachers before inauaurating a character guidance 
program are presented. These principles are baaed upon the psychology of 
character which the writer has discussed in Chapter III. 
Definite proarama.•- Henry Smith maintains that character develop-
.-nt should be a major aia in every 1chool. He baa included in the 
report definite proara.a for the elementary grades, the junior high 
school, and the senior high school. He has expressed hie convictions 
concerning the need for definite progr ... in the followinaworda: 
ult i8 not enough •rely to hope that the reaular curriculua 
and the usual extracurricul• activities, without special direc-
tion, will result in the development of a well-rounded character, 
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for as many echools a~t. incidental teaching becoaea acc14ental. 
Good character does not co. by accident,"!/ 
3. ~ Teacher-Trainina Syllabus 
An t..ediate reault of the foregoina survey wa the establishment of 
a workshop for the purpose of building a syllabus in character education 
for uee in teacher-training !netitutions. The workshop was conducted by 
Vernon Jones in the eu..er of 1949 at Clark University in Worcester , 
Maseachueetts. and w .. financed by the Palmer Foundation. 
Structure of the exllabua.•• The syllabus contains the following 18 
units: 
1. Defintna the Field of Study 
2. Objectives of Character and Citiaenship Education 
3. Relation of Boae and School Associates 
4. The Teacher u a Leader of Youth 
5. Physical Education and Athletics 
6. chool Dieciplin and Manageaent 
7. Influence of Religion 
8 . Influence of Newepapers. ladio, Television 
9. Per onality Conflict 
10. Misconduct and Delinquency 
11. Principles of Learning 
12. Methods and Procedur~s 
13. Teaching lnowledae and Understanding 
14. Direct Teaching Through Precepts 
!/Saitb, op. cit •• p. 23. 
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15. Incidental Teaching in Curricular, Co-Curricular, and 
Activitiea 
1 • Student lxperiencins••Group Discussion 
17. Student lxp rienctna••11Activ1ty" 
18. valuation and esearcb. 
acb of the above untta consists of (1) a nuaber of probl to 
uide the reading, indepen~ent thought , and group discussion of the atu-
ents ; (2) auaaested readtnga, with a reasonable amount of pinpqintin& 
of aectiona and pages for econ~ in atudent ti ; and (3) elaborations 
and aids to study of the oriaiual probl .... 
Content of character educ tion.-· To give the students an overall 
!/ 
attitudinal framework, Vernon Jones lists the following objective• aua-
seated by th nine profeaaora who contributed to the workshop: 
1 . Th pursuit of obj ctive truth 
2. Respect for the ind and spirit of 11811 
3. velopment of a genuine cone rn for the welfare of others 
4. Pursuit of social justice 
5. Recognition and stimul tion of growtht develo~t. and creative-
ness in the conduct of individual• and groupe 
6 . The ideal of univeraalism. 
Methods.-- In diacussing the rita of the direct and indirect 
11 
.atboda, vernon Jones .aintaina that " •..• a eervicea le diatinction 
abould be de between instruction in knowledge and underatandinga. on 
! / Jones, op. cit., pp. 11·13. 
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the one h nd, and instruction in attitude and conduct» on the other." 
A second distinction should be .. de in looktna at the problea of the 
direct and tndir ct method from the point of vi of (1) the teacher. 
and (2) the learner. 
Vernon Jones advocates the use of the direct method in teaching 
understandings ., knowledge, anin s. and method of work. He b lieves 
that it is ise to use the indirect tbod (from th point of view of 
th learner but not from the point of vi w of the t eacher) in areas of 
conduct and attitude • 
H stat es, ''lf the aethod it indirect froa the point of view of the 
1/ 
teach r, it ie likely to be unplanned, unsyeteut ic, or hit•or- iss."-
4. The Golden ul Series 
The ~rican Book Coapany baa recently published the Golden ule 
Series (The Modern M5Guffey leaders) under the aponaorahip of the Palmer 
Foundation . Part of the research on which ita content and Mtbods are 
based was furniahed by the Henry S~ith survey. Ullin W. Leavell, direc 
of the MCGuffey Readtaa Clinic at the University of Vir inia , is the 
author of the aeries. He insists that the only et.il rity between the 
old MCGuffey Eclectic Readers and the modern Golden Rule Series i a iden-
tity of purpose. ":t'h• content ia different, the thod is different, the 
execution ia different. The word in the subtitle whieh best describe• 
2/ 
the Golden. Rule Series 1•, 110dern ... -
!/Jones, op. cit., p. 97. 
1/Ullin W. Leavell, fatha To tolloy, .AMrican Book Courpany , New York, 
195&. p . 5. 
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Purpoae.-· The purpoee of the Golden lule Seriea 1a to provide chil• 
dren with experience, both vicarioua and direct, which will deepen their 
understandin& of the difference between right ancl wrong. It ia aimed at 
the developMnt of critical thinkin& in the application of aound prin• 
ciplea to life aituationa. 
Vicarioua experience ia provided throuah the etoriea of boya and 
girls who have 110ral or hUIIall relatione probl ... to aolve. Direct ex-
perience ia achieved through claae diacueaion . Analysis of the 110ral 
problem aad evaluation of ita aolution ia the work of the pupil. not of 
the author or the teacher. The teacher auidea the analyaia and the eval-
uation by aaklna queationa deaianed to 1tiaulate critical thinking. 
Content.•• A typical atory in the aeries begina with the hero in• 
volved in a problea and anda with th hero out of trouble becauae of hia 
application of a principle towards the aolution of hia problea. The 
etoriea are character-centered. but the moral which ia preaent in every 
story ia aeldoa n ... d and never pre4lCbed. 
"Every atory Meta the follovina criteria: 
(l) The story ~t be baa d on a character with a .oral or 
hu.an relatione probt .. , and the problea .uet be aolved, 
believably, aa it would be solved in real life. 
(2) In a realistic story, the problea and it1 aolution .uat be 
within the probable experience of children; and in a fanci-
ful atory, the problea and ita solution .uat be within 
their uncleretandiq. 
(3) The atory .vat be highly intereating .••• regardleaa of the 
value of ita .,ral. 
(4) A previoualy published atory .u.t be adaptable, without 
tortion, to the readability control• of the ser1ea."!/ 
!/Leavell, op. cit., p. 6. 
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The character trait e.phasized in this erie include cooper tion, 
courage, fairness, friendliness, honesty, kindness, patriotism, p rse-
veranc , responsibility, reverence, and unselfishness. 
eadabilitx.-- Interesting stories plus a controlled vocabul ry aa• 
sure the readability of these eo•baaic readera. An aaauaed core list, 
consistin only of words which have been developed in at least five out 
of eight seriea of basic readers for the preceding grade, forms the basis 
for vocabulary control. 
eadina skills.•• Activities involving readina skills follow each 
tory; thus the ne d for a workbook i eliminated. kUla devoted to 
phon tic and structural analy 1 are redevelop d on an inter.ediate 
level. A detailed chart of th r ading skilla accompani s the eries. 
Hfthod.•• Each reading lea on is preceded by a carefully prepared 
1 sson plan. usually centered around th diecunion of a char cter in the 
story. A series of leading questions for the t acher is furnish d with 
ymbols indicating their respective levels of difficulty. 
The Golden !ule Series was originally planned for use in grades 
four. five. and ix. Mr. Clyde Palmer has 1nfot'1118d tb writer that they 
are now beina prepared for th pri .. ry grades "as thefr reception bas 
!/ 
b en eo out tanc:U.naly favorable." 
The writer has conferred with several educators in n arby Schools of 
Education and with .aay clasarooa teacher• concernina the merits of thia 
unuaual co-basic reading series. They have been highly t.preaaed with 
ita excellence and scientific thorouahnea~. 
!/Personal correspondence. See Appendix. 
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s. The Los Ang les Plan·-1954 
handbook entitled Heral and piritual Values in Education w ub-
11 h d in 1954 for uae in the public choola of Los les. It includ a 
teri l contributed by principals, teachers, and pupils. T is work as 
c r r ied on by a council on moral aud spiritual values consisting of 32 
mezllbers. Other contributing roups included the superintendent of 
chool , mbers of the Board of Education , parent-teacher roupa. an 
r pr s nt tives from different r ligiou faitha. 
Po int of view. -· The committee has expressed the fol lowing purpose : 
"That each person may work toward becoming the finest 
person it 18 possible for hill to bec01111; toward aaking hb 
fine t contribution t o society; toward l earnin to l iv sud 
work cooperatively. "!/ 
The aim.-· The a~ of the 1953 bulletin vaa to express the character 
values inherent in our American heritage with i ta backaround of religious 
faith, hu.anitarianisa, and social justice . The ailll of the present bul• 
latin is " ••.• to gather to ether and oraantze under appropriate b adinga 
the kinds of experiences that seem to pr~te growth in these values and 
1:.1 
in de irable attitudes." 
The plan.-· This progr is to function through the curricul nd 
school activities as they now exist plus a new aapbaaia toward vital 
values . It is to extend thr u h all tbe gradee. 
The approach.-· Great ains have been taken to keep the approach 
broad. Al l qualities under discussion have be n interpreted in a broad 
!/Lo• Angele City Schools, Moral and piritual yalu s in Education . 
o. 580, California, 1954, p . v. 
£/Ibid., p. l. 
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aenae. There r no detail d direction which every teacher t follow. 
This i an organized, unified plan whereby~ it is hop d, ral and spir ... 
itu 1 values may take their ri htful place as norcal part of the currie 
ul In regard to religion th committee tat s: 
~~ are regarding religion aa taught in the public schools 
ae one of the areat hu.aittee. an iaportant factor in the life 
of mankind all through the ages. e are not attempting to d M 
fine reliaion •• a creed or aect, but to vitalize for youna 
p pl the great spiritual truths underlying • search for 
God throuah the aaea. "!/ 
Content.•• Twelve specific valuee and attitudes are eaphaaized. 
'l'h ae are: 
Appreciation 
Cooperation 
Courage 
p ct for Law 
Faith 
Generosity 
GoodWUl 
e ponsibility 
Honesty 
indn s 
Loyalty 
everence 
Tb bove qualitie ar upplemented nby the following basic assumption 
1. very individual h personal worth and dignity . 
2. vary individual h s the reeponeibility to aake the moat 
of hilleelf as an individual and to lte hi opt! con-
tribution t o society. 
3. MOral and piritual values are potential qualities of 
every person, and are d veloped throu h various kinds of 
experi nces, p rticularly function 1 uae in livi 
4, Every individual abould respect the rights of others. 
5. Every individual develops the philosophy by which h 
lives. The school ncourag s and bel him to formulate 
a worthy peraonal philosophy. 
6 . Every individual is free to believe 
7 • Learnin to get long and work coop 
ia basic in our r !can democratic 
• F ith in and rev r ce for God i 
rican heritage. 
in hia own faith. 
ratively with oth r 
procedure . 
baste part of our 
9. Religion ie one of the great forces of civilization, of 
personal happiness, and of effectiveneas in soeiety."l/ 
!/Los An el e City School , op , ett . , p. 5. 
1/Ibid. I p. 9 . 
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The bulk of this brochur e co i ts of r fer cnce ter ial selected 
fr l iterat ure , social studi s , mus ic, and art d signed t o d velop the 
tw l v k y charact er trait~ alr ady ntioned. Thi r ference terial 
i further grouped according to grade leve l. Li t of appropriate fil 
• 
, and transcriptions which e. h s1z the key qualit i es are i ncluded 
thods .- - The tr ssing of t 1e tw lv valu s io t o be teacher-
pl ed, but it i s to be carried out through the existing curriculum and 
school activities. One ~ght consider this a c ination of a modified 
direct and indirect approach . 
6. The Baltimore Plan-·1948 
Better Intercul ,urtl Relations is the title of the handbook prepared 
by ubcommittee in conjunction with the character education prograa of 
th alt:l: r Public Schools . The c01111littee consisted of 15 cla sro 
teacher • 
Poi t of view.•• The c ttee believes that the school ha an i -
port •tt and uniqu role to play in the development of intergroup under-
atandin which is an es nti 1 factor in the d v lopment of good ch r c -
ter. It t.ates: 
'~y disseminating t e facts of hi tory, anthropology, psy• 
chology, and biology, children will learn that there is no point 
t o any r ae i 1 superiority ela~, for brown, hite. black, yellow 
and r ed people have all de their contributions to .an 's ad-
vane nt. By helping pupils to understand r ligiou custo • 
and ritual, and their basic aignificance, they will be able to 
aubatitute reapect for oth rs' religion in place of prejudice."!/ 
!/ altillore Public Schools. Better Intercultural R.elationa, Board of 
Education, altimore, 1948, p . 3. 
The plan.-· Intercultural ducation ia to funetion through the cur-
riculum and school activities. 
Th approach.-· The school ia considered as one a eney through 
which unity can be attained. Three aspects of the probl re pr a te 
the educational, the historical, and the social. 
are: 
!/ 
Content.•• Six specific values are considered fundamental. They 
1. Respect for the worth of the individual 
2. Acceptance of our de.ocrat1c ideal••that sex. a , rae , color, 
or creed aball fora no bar1:ier to one'a full et development 
3. Belief in hu.an equality and the brotherhood of man 
4. Application of the Golden ule-•doing unto othen aa you would 
have thea do unto you 
5. Concern for the econoaic and social well•being of all people 
6 . Judg.ent of individuala by their action ability, nd orth, and 
not by qualities attributed to groupe. 
tf!thod. -· Six teaching Mthods are auaested for the develoPMUt of 
!I 
intercultural relatione: 
1. Use various devices as a baaia for deteraining needs of change 
in attitude•; for exa.ple, social attitude teats, oral discus• 
sion&, atorytalling. anecdotal behavior recorda, and question• 
naires. 
2. elect te~hing .. teriala that are balanced. unbiased, and rich 
!/Baltt.ore Public Schools, op. cit. , p. 8. 
!/Ibid. , p . 20. 
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i n content and that .-pha ize the contributions of aroupa which 
are represented by the atudente. 
3. Uee currant affairs whenever poaaibla to develop favorable atti-
tudes. 
4. Develop effective and active citicenabip throuah deaocratic prac-
ticaa in the clatarooa. 
5. Usa procedures that appeal to ..:»tiona u well aa intellect ao 
that wholeso.e attitude wUl ba developed towarda rs of all 
aroups. 
6. Make use of nonverbal •dia, 1uch u audio-viaual aida and drama-
tizationa. 
Specific suaaeations are atvan for foaterina better intercultural 
relations throuah the varioua aubject fields aucb as art, hOM econOIIics • 
lanauaa arts, .. t~tica, physical education. science, and social 
studies. 
Many school activities are listed which can be used aa a .. ana of 
teachin& pupils to work toaetber constructively and har.onioualy. 
The work of devalopina character throuah education in intercultural 
relationa is to be teacher-planned. but it ia to function through the 
present eurriculua. One aiaht consider thia •thod to be a coabination 
of a .,dified direct and 11\direct approach. 
7. ~tropolitan School Study-·1950 
The Metropolitan School Stucly Council of New York baa pubU.abed a 
handbook entitled Character pevelOPI!!t in which newer educational prac• 
tices are reported. Teaehera and principals from the Council Schools 
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contributed to thia work. 
l/ 
Point of view.•• In the introduction the c~ttee- states: 
'~hen on considers what dictators have done with education 
in ~ulding the youth of their lands to their desires in the 
short span of a few years, the training of character appears to 
be alarainaly easy. However, the illpos1tion of will froa above 
1e not possible in countries which operate on deaocratic prin· 
ciples, nor can one plan be devised which will be equally effec• 
tive in producina a cle80Cratic citizen of character.'.' 
ih• aeproach.·• A broad approach settina forth a wide variety of 
.. tbods and activities has been followed . 
Structure and content .... The handbook is <livided into seven chapter., 
each of which consiats of a exposition of the chapter heading and a col• 
1 ction of school activities relevant to it. 
Chapter I, Planning for Character Oevelo.,.ent, indicates various 
way in which aa.e schools attempt to siva character guidance as auch ~ 
portance as aeadea1c aubjecta . Some of the activities listed are: 
1. A Different Character Trait tudied Bach eek 
2. octal Studies Co.aittee Plans Experience Progra 
3. Pupils Rate Own froareas 
Chapter II, Obtaining InforMtion About Pupils, seta forth character 
and personality inventory devices, a.ong which are (1) anecdotal obaerva· 
t n recorda, (2) character profi charta, and (3) questionnaires. 
Chapter Ill, l~arting tnfor.ation About Character to Pupils. draws 
upon books, pgpblets, hi a tory, f:Ll• , and other sources for t he devel op-
in of desirable attitudes and understandinas. Activities are suu~sted 
for buil ing good play habits. 
!/ tropolitan School Study Council, Qbaract·er Deyeloent, No. 5, New 
York. 1950, p. l. 
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Chapt r IV, Pupil Activities. pr sents a wide var iety of activities 
and experiences for pupils at all levels . The purposes of the e activit 
ar : 
1 . T satisfy need for creat ive expression 
2. To enrich personality t hrouah developmeQt of int erest 
3. To stt.ulate healthful emotional growth. 
Cbapt r v, Pupil Participation in Planning , provide opportunities 
for pu ils t o lan th ir own activities and to assume responsibility for 
carrying out their plans. 
Chapter VI, Huaan Relations • indicates charact r•deV~ lopin situa• 
tiona 1 volvin pupi l relationship with other pupils. the teacher, the 
parents. d the c01l11Ul'l1ty. Activities are listed under the following 
t i tles: 
1 • l.in& or Queen For A Day 
2. eacher•PupU ConfereQce 
3 . Appreciation For Chinese pile veloped. 
Chapter Vll, lndiviclual ProbleM of Adjuat.a.t, considers the special 
n ed of part icular individual or groups. The ua of per sonality t sta 
and sociogra.s is discus d in this chapter. 
bods .-· This handbook presents the direct tbod. the indirect 
Mtbod, nd a combination of both in repor tina practices in character 
d velopme t. 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Liorary 
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8. Th Hawaiian Plan·-1949 
The Depart nt of Public Instruction in the T rritory of Hawaii 
published a handbook for t achera in 1949 entitled Meral and Ethical 
Values in the Public Schools of l!!aii. It is the culaination of four 
years' work in research ancl plam:aiq by a c081ittee of 58 ..Uars repre-
senting churchmen, laymen, and educ:atore. 
Th point of view.-- The c i tte b Uevae that there ia 1INc: com-
mon aareement on what are ace ptabl ethical value but a reat di fr,. ,.·•nf'"illlll 
of opinion on the aanc:tion of thes values . It stat s th t .any find the 
sanction in religion, other& in tlt ir continu c1 validity, while " •.•• pay-
c:hiatriats base their ac:ceptanc on the fact that tionally stable in-
J/ 
dividuals live consistent with th n . However, t i s diaaareement on 
sanction does not ralieve t b chool fro ita responsibility in teaching 
moral and ethical values. 
The ai ..... The priaary aim is stated as fo llows: " •••• to limit th 
school 's task to the coaaonly•aec:epted valuet leavina to each oraanized 
reli ious roup the teaching of those basic insights and learnings which 
1:.1 
are uniquel y their own. " 
The approach.-- A broad approach to the probl of teaching moral 
and spiritual values baa been followed. This publication is not a speci 
ic . detailed guide to be followed in a uniform manner. 
Content.·• The co.-itt e baa divided the cont nt into four larae 
1/Hawaii Territorial Department of Public Instruction, MOral and Ethical 
yalues in the Public §c:bool s of U!yaii, Honolulu, Th Depart.ant, 1949, 
p . 10. 
!/.!!W!. 
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per onal i ty areas. each repre entin a core or rtmary need. 
needs and v lues re listed in each of thes four area in th 
nner : 
1. Appreciat ion of Self 
a. Group acceptance 
b . Satisfaction in bein a creative member of society 
e. Peeling of latent worth 
d. Healthy ego 
• S nee of accomplishment and of being need d 
f . Courage 
2. Social Sensitivity and Competence 
a. Cheerful acceptance of nee seary restraints 
b. Generosity 
Kindness 
Good ill 
c. eapon i bi l ity 
R liability 
d . Consideration ·of oth r 
Fai rness 
e . S athy 
Cooperation 
f. Integrity 
Honesty 
Sincerity 
3 . Harmoniain of Values 
S eondary 
followin · 
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a. T n city of purpos 
b . Intelli ent ifferenti t 1on between choie s 
c . Or anization of purpose and actions round long-range values 
and oal 
. Creative synth sis f interG t toward higher values 
. Incentive to live with others on incre ingly hi her levels 
f. Choice ~~d s crifice for higher value of p rsonal-social 
living 
4 . Appreci tion of Man and the Universe 
a . ruit fu l spiritual adjustment to reality through achievement 
of personal philosophy of life 
b . nderstandin of world proc s 
c. Confidenc in wankind t hrough .wareness of is achi ve nts 
d . Enjoyment of natural b auty and the arts 
e. Utilization of pr ocess a to fulfill capacitiel for perso al-
soci 1 living 
f . Sens_ of law and order 
Th bulk of this brochure consists of explan tions and illu trationa 
of ach of the above are s on kind rgarten, primary, elementary, and 
second ry levels. 
ethods.-- aculties of individual chools re to determine what 
tho an activities are to be u ed i n carrying out thi program. 
" U der the lea ership of the principal; aide by fi•ld 
assistants, t eachers , and parent , these pr po ale hould b 
utilized a s tart ing point for group _study •• •• th currie• 
ulu. content which develope an the details of the over- all 
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program will differ, to s - s 11 degre , from school to 
school ... ! / 
Since teacher-planning is expected in the fulfillment of this pro• 
graa, the writer believe that a combination of a modified direct aad 
indirect approach is indicated. 
9. The United States A~ and Air Force lan-·1951 
The Depart nt of the A~ an~ the Air Force publiehed a series of 
six handbooks containing cbaraeter auidance iscusaion topics for uae in 
their character development prosr The aeries is ntitled Dutx-Bonor-
Country. 
the point of view.•• Our milit ry staff conai ra th thre fold 
ideal of "duty•honor•country" to b an inaeparabl p rt of American aU· 
itary tradition and the guiding principle by which the era of our 
ar.ed forces are to liv and serve. 
The aia.•• Character guidanc programs differ in det ail fro service 
to service, but they unite in one co~n purpose. '*That purpose is to 
instill into all the men and v~n of our Ar.ed Forces, leaders and led 
1:/ 
alik , a sense of individual .,ral reaponeibility.,. 
The approach.-- To achieve its purpose a definite approach is used. 
The character developMnt proar- stress, by every available 1Dean&, the 
1110ra1 principles underlying our philosophy of American freedom. partic-
ularly as it is set forth in the Declaration of Independ nee. 
!/Hawaii Territorial Department of Public Iuatruction, op. cit., p. 8. 
1/Depart nta of the Ar.y and the Air Foree 1 Quty-Honor•Country 1 Series 1, 
No . 16-S; 165·1-1, The Depart.ent, Washington, D. c .• 1951, p. iii. 
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' 'That philosophy r eaar ae a Ct'eatur of Go _. As such, 
eh individual in the rued services is accountable and re pon-
sibl to his Creator for the way he performs his civic and his 
l itary duty, for the qaintenance of bia own and the ation's 
honor, and for the quality of the service he renders to his 
country., • . .. Jj 
Content.·• Each handbook in the series contains ten chapters. acb 
chapter ia devoted to a tborouah discussion of one character auidance 
topic. ariea I covers the follovtaa discussion topics: 
l. A Senae of Duty 
2. Honor 
3. The Nation We Serve 
4. The Need for Wholesome Thinking 
5 . What la i&ht? 
6 . The Complete Person 
1. Clean Speech 
8 . Worabip i n Life 
9 . Chastity 
10. Life. Reputation, and Property 
Method.-- Thil ia an exa.ple of the direct •thod of teachina moral 
and spiritual values. In the proaraa a definite time, a definite place, 
and a d finite curriculum have been allotted to the work of developing 
aood character in the interest of our national security. 
The writer is of the opinion that the Ulle of the indirect .. thod can 
1:.1 
be implied. 
Depart .. nta of the A~ and the Air Force, loc. cit. 
/ Ibid . 
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"Sound .arality auat underlie all aUitary instruction, 
foraal and inforaal. The 1110ral i.Jiplications of all instruc-
tion muat be clear, first of all, to the instructor. To help 
the instructor in his orientation and preparation--whether be 
be co..ander, chaplain, staf f officer, nonco.miaaioned officer, 
or .-.ber of a character guidance council--these discussion 
topics are provided." 
10. Conclusions 
Bade content of character &uidapce proarama. •• A critical etudy of 
the current plana and related lit rature discussed in this thesis seema 
to indicat that all plana include the followin&: 
1. The dignity of un, with epactal eaphasb upon un 's power of 
intellect and will 
2. ae pect for one's fellowman 
3. Respect for lawful authority 
4. The ac.uiaition of specific moral and spiritual values aimed at 
the development of aoral responsibility 
5. Respect for relig"on as a basic Aaerican traditio 
6. Application of the Golden Rule. 
Direcs method ver•ua indirect method.•• In thi raa an important 
di fference of opinion is indicated. 
1. Both Vernon Jones and Henry Leater Smith appear to favor the 
direct method for the teaching of knowled e and understandings of 
moral and spiritual values. They believe that definite tt.e and 
planning are necessary for thta work. However, they do favor coa-
binina this aspect of the direct approach with the indirect ap-
proach, thua .. kina use of the curriculum and school activities 
for growth and develop.ent in the application of 1110ral and 
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spiritual values. 
2. The school plana which have been summarised reveal excellent 
planning for the development of .oral nd spiritual values. How-
ever, no time is llotted for the work of teaching understandings 
in tbb area. The aucceea of each plan depends upon a new value 
uaphaaia throughout the curriculua and school activities. Since 
there is ao.e teacher-planning in tbia work, th writer baa con• 
aidered this to be a coaabination of a "modified" irect and in• 
direct approach. 
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CHAPTIR V 
MAJOil FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. A su.aary 
The problea.-· The threefold purpoae of thia etudy wae 
1. To preaent a review of modern peycholoaical thou&ht on the 
factora of character auic:lance for the purpoae of determining baa 
content and .. thode involved in the teaching of moral and spir· 
itual valuee. 
2. To present a~riea of current proar ... and to analyze thea froa 
the point of view of content and Mtbod. 
3. To .. ke a ca.parieon between the content and methode indicated by 
the findinge of psychology and thoee ueed in current prograu. 
Tbe reason for tbia etudx.-- In Chapter II the writer attempted to 
teleecope the resurgina eapbaeia on the teaching of moral and apiritual 
valuee in American education fr011 ita early besinninaa in Colonial times, 
throu h the arid yeare of seculariaa, to our current eaphaeia. It wae 
precisely because we are now in the aidet of a sincere movement to .ake 
character auidance a prt.ary and essential function of modern education 
that this atudy was undertaken. 
The findinaa of paxcboloay.•• Chapter Ill consieta of a praaentation 
of psychological thouaht on the nature of character guidance for the pur• 
pose of deteraining eaaential content and •thod involvecl in the teacbin& 
of 110ral and apiritual values. The following conclueiona were clrawn froa 
thia presentation: 
Basic · content 
1. The inherent dianity of man 
2. leapect for one's neiahbor baaed upon his ~ral worth in the 
aiaht of God 
3. aeverence for God as the Creator of man and of the universe 
4. Acquisition of sound 110ral and spiritual principles . 
Method 
The paycholoaiata quoted in thia thesis apparently consider that 
neither the direct nor the indirect .. thod ia ca.plet in itself, 
They favor the direct .. tbod for teachina kaowledae and underatand• 
inge of .oral principles • and the so• called indirect method for the 
application and development of moral and spiritual values. 
Current plane and related literature.-- In Chapter IV eu.aaries of 
modern efforts in the field of character guidance were presented. These 
included the Henry Saith urvey, the Vernon Jones Workshop. and .. ny 
school plana. Critical study and examination of these plana with reaard 
to content and method resulted in the following conclusions: 
Basic content 
1. The dignity of aan 
2. Respect for one'• fellowaan 
3. leapect for lawful authority 
4. Growth in .oral responsibility 
5. Respect for reliaion as a basic American tradition 
6. Application of the Golden lule. 
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thod 
An important difference of opinion waa noted in thia area. 
1. Both Vernon Jone and Henry •1th appear to consider the direct 
thod necessary for the teaching of knowl an und r standings 
of 110ral principles. They believe the indirect Mthod should be 
us d for th application of moral and spiritual valu s . 
2. Th school plans which have been summarised in this thesis allow 
no place in the curriculua for direct teachins of understandings 
of •ral principles. The success of each plan depends upon 
value emphaeie throughout the curriculu. and chool activities. 
In view of the fact that there is supposed to be teachcr-plannin 
in the area of moral and spiritual values, the writer has con-
s idered this to b a co bination of a " dified" direct and in• 
dir ct approach. 
2. A C011p•riaon 
Content.-· A critical study of the content discussed in this thesis 
appears to reveal ao.. c~n agre..-nt between psychologists and duca-
tora in reaard to basic content involved in a sound character au1dance 
proaraa. 
M@thod.-· In this area there 1& an iwportant difference of opinion. 
1. The paycbolosiata quoted in this thesis seem to favor uatna a 
bination of both the direct and indirect .. tbods which would al 
a definite ti.. for the teachina of understandings involved in 
.oral and apiritual values. 
2. Vernon Jonea and Henry Sadtb appear to be in agreeaent with the 
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bove• ntioned psychologists. 
3. The chool plans sum.ariz d in this tudy reveal pain t king 
planning of content. However, they are to function through th 
curriculum which all or place for th teachin of 
understandings of MOral pri ciples. 
3. Conclusion& 
The writer believes that th followina conclue1ons may be drawn 
from this atudy: 
1 . ome educators in the United Statea have accepted the challenae 
to .ate the teachtng of .oral aod spiritual values a prt .. ry aia 
in modern education. 
2. There ia aa.e co.-on agreement a.ona psychologists and educators 
on the nature of the basic content involved in a good character 
guidance proaram. 
3 . Vernon Jones and Henry Smith appear to agree with the psychol-
o iata quoted i n this thesis in regard to thod. They favor 
using 
• Th direct Mthod for th teaching of und rstanding of moral 
principles 
b . Tb indirect method for the application and development of 
moral and apiritual values. 
4 . So excellent school plana for the t achitg of aoral and spir-
itual values have been published in handbook form . Their success-
ful execution depends upon a new value emphasis in present currie• 
ulum and school activities. . o t~ is llowe for the direct 
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teaching of underetandin s of 180ral principles. Thia .. Y be 
considered a combination of a "modified" direct and indirect 
thod. 
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CHAm VI 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
AND SOOGISTIONS FOR FURTHIR SEARCH 
1. Lt.itationa of the Study 
The rit r is fully cognizant of the fact that this waa nee saarily 
a small 8tudy of a broad fi ld in which published l i terature was r vi wed, 
•~ria d, but not evaluated. Allona, i ts .any limitation are the fol 
ina: 
1. Pre entation of psychological thought was 1 ted t o one school 
of psycholo ists. 
2. Presentation of curr nt character guidance programs aa li•ited. 
ith one exc ption, to those being used in our publi c schools. 
(The Ara:y and Air lore pl an was included to point up tb iJJt.Por-
tance of charact r education in the maintenance of our t t onal 
S curtty.) 
3. The number of progr presented was li it d because of the un-
av ilability of aaterial. 
4. Th writer con id red only programs publish d within th past ten 
y ars as pertinent to this study, beeauee in the paat decade 
areat advances have been made in the field of individual pay-
choloa,y. especially in ita application to p rsonality and ~u.~ou•a&";;c:u 
proble~U. 
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2. Su ge tions for Further Research 
Th writ r uggests th t th followina studie migh 
contribut ions to research in the field of character uidance: 
e worthwhile 
1 . A study of th results of th use of th rn n Jon s Sy la ua 
n t ach r-tr inina institution 
2. A study, on the doctor t lev 1, of the pplic tion of law of 
l rnin to character ui dance .includin 
a . The taplication for char cter uidanc in th principl s of 
Insight nd Integration as empha iz d i Cest lt p ychology 
b . The illlplicatio for c. ract r guidanc i n the principl of 
Motiv tion 
c . Th i~lications for character guidance in Thorndike 's prin• 
ciples of i ngful l'rac:tic • Ident ifi bility, Availability, 
and Conditioning. 
3. A c mparat ive stud of char cter uidance on diff rent socio-
cono ic levels. 
3. Co elusion 
It i th con idered opinion of the writer, baa d upo twenty•five 
y r of experience in el..-ntary education, together with graduate atudy 
in th fi ld of psychology and guidance, that a uccessful program. for 
the teachin& of mor 1 and spiri tual values should includ the follovina: 
1. A definit place i n the curriculum for tb teac tna of under• 
t dinas of moral principl s 
2. A valu eq>haais throughout the entire curriculum and ecbool 
activities 
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3. In .. service training for teachers in tbe psychology and techniques 
of character guidance 
4. modern handbook for teach rs containing principl G aQ tech-
nique of character guid nee fro the point of vi w of personal 
development. 
The writer believes th t the responaibility for makin the teaching 
of .oral and aptritual values a pri ry ai in ern education is not 
alone th concern of the clusroom teacher nor of th pt'iDCipal. It is 
pri .. rily the duty of the school admini tration. 
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APP!NDll 
Hies Catherine L. Cusick 
30 Upland Avenue 
Boston 24, Massachusetts 
Dear Hiss Cusick: 
February 25. 19S6 
eplying to your favor of February lSth. 
Clyde • PalMr 
President and Publis 
J. Q. Mahaffey 
Editor 
Paul T. Morgan 
Business Manager 
I am very sorry but our supply of Dr. Smith's survey on Character 
Bducation is ca.pletely exhausted. 
However, this was used very wisely by the American Book Company in 
their preparation of the Golden Rule leaders which you miaht call .,dern• 
taed MCGuffey leadere prepared for use of the fourth, fifth and sixth 
aradea and directed toward character education under the sponsorship of 
the Palmer Foundation. These are now being prepared also for the first, 
second and third sradea as their reception baa been so outstandingly 
favorable. · 
we also have available the followina: 
PARENTS' RISPONSIBILITY IN CHAltACTIIl DIV!lOJMBNT•wbich waa developed 
at a work shop at Washinaton State Colleae. Pullun, Waahin&ton, ·under 
sponsorship of the General Federation .of women•e Clubs. Thit ta a book 
which we feel will prove of areat value and interest to parents of pre-
school age children. Price 60~ postpaid. 
HUMAN VALOIS IN Till ILBMINTAilY SCliJOL•whicb was developed in a work 
shop under the direction of Dr. Willi• Clark Trow at Michigan University, 
for uae of the 4th, 5th and 6th arades on character davelo,.ent. Tha 
shop and the printing of this book were at the expense of the Yal .. r 
Foundation and vas printed and dbtributed under the direction of the 
National Education Association, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N. w., Wuhtnaton 
6, D. c .• tbouah we aleo have copies. Price $1.10ppstpaid. 
CHARACTEI AND CITlZINSHIP IDUCATION•a syllabus for use in teacher 
traininJ, prepared by Dr. Vernon Jones, Professor of Educational Psycbo 
and Chairun of the depart•nt of Education, Clark University, Worcester. 
Maasachu•etta, with the cooperation of the Hugh Burch•Horace Mann Fund of 
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pa e 2 Mi•• Cuaick 
Pebruary 25, 1956 
the ational Education Aaaociation. Price $1.00 or $1.75 cloth bound . 
With all good wiahea and aaaurtna you of our appreciation and 
interest . 
Sincerely, 
C. E. Palmer (Signed) 
CIP: lg 
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RESEARCH DIVISION 
National Education Association of the United States 
1201 Sixteenth Street, Northwest, Washington 6, D. C. 
February 1954 
SPIRITUAL VALUES IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
In the early days of public schools~ moral character was the main objective 
of education, and the reading of the Bible was the chief means of attaining it. 
Down thru the years training for character has been fundamental) altho the public 
schools added new subjectmatter to the curriculum and reVised teaching m~thods0 
Wars~ economic depressions, and social disasters have a tendency to shake 
moral values. The home and family pattern of life have changed as a result of 
more modern and complex living which has offered a co,nsiderable amount of leisure 
time. Because of these and many other factors, the problem of developing moral 
and spiritual values in young people has become seriously complicated0 The school 
cannot accept the entire responsibility for training toung people in moral ahd 
_spiritual values, but it can accept its share of the responsibility along with 
the home, the church~ and the community" 
Because of our traditional separation of church .and state together with the 
Uo So Supreme Court interpretation of the federal Conititution, many pers~ns 
think that without any sectarian emphasis the public schools can and should teach 
the personal and social ideals o£ conduct which contribu_te t oward "idea~ human re-
la.tions 0 
The National Education Association~s :Resolution on moral and spiritual values 
states that the Association "recognizes the necessity :for a cl@~r understanding of 
fundamental mo~ ;'and spiritual values. The Association believes that along with 
~the home, the church, and the community, the school has a major responsibility for 
building this understanding into human behavior. 
... 2 
"The Association recommends that teacher-education institutions and inservice 
programs stress consistently the methods thru which these values may be developed 
and urges continued research to increase effectiveness of instruction ia.I!Ui)ral and 
spiritual valueso" 
The purpose of this memorandum is not to argue the case of "spiritual values" 
versus "religious education, 11 but rather to present types of material available 
and material in use in various school systemso The memorandum is divided into six 
major partst (a) definitions, (b) books and the teaching of spiritual values, (c) 
films for teaching spiritual values, (d) spiritual values and school subjects, (e) 
moral and spiritual values thru practical applications, and (f) examples of what 
the schools are doingo 
Definitions 
The term "spiritual values" is broader in meaning than the old term ''character 
-
·education .. " It includes more than moral standards. The NEA Proceedings for 1948 
stated that spiritual values includeg 
lo Unification of society. 
2o Worth of the individual 
3o Personality and ethical character 
4.,. Cooperative spirit 
5o Community life 
6., Truth 
7., Reverence and awe 
811 Love for the beautiful 
9 o Hatred for wreng 
lOo Recognition of the greatest force in life--the power of Gode 
The Editorial Committee of the 1947 Yearbook of the NEA Department of Elementa~ 
SChool Principals stated& 11Those values which, when attainedll make a finer person, 
are spiritual values, be they generosity, fellow feeling, responsibility, integrity1 
appreciation of beauty, personal expression thru the arts, or some related quality 
of living4 11 
In enumerating types of experiences which are included in s:piri tual values the 
committee listed ethical .'I esthetic l> .and emotional experiences as being within the 
realm of the public school .. 
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The .Seventh Yearbook of the John Dewey Society (8)1/ explained the meaning of 
- . · · "spiritual values" and their relation to the conununity, the public school1 and 
school administration., This yearbook defined spiritual values as "the true; the 
beautiful, and the good, 11 It further stated the essentials a~ lfmoral insight, in-
tegrity of thought and act; equal regard for human personality wherewer found; faith 
in the free play of intelligence both to guide study and to direct action; and 
finally" those further values of refined thought and feeling requisite to bring 
life to its finest quality o 11 
The NEA Educational Policies Commission published a statement (37) to clarify 
r 
the position of the public schools in teaching moral and spiritual values. The 
Commission discussed 10 values and recommended methods for improVing the teaching 
of them. The 10 values were: 
1., Human personality--the basic value 
2., Moral responsibility 
3., Institutions as the servants of men 
4o Common consent 
5., Devotion to truth 
6., Respect for excellence 
7 • Moral equality 
8 o Brotherhood 
9.. Pursuit of happiness 
10~ Spiritual {mrichment4 
The question then most frequently asked was, ~at most needs to be done to 
make the teaching of moral and .spiritual values more effective?" The Commission 
did not attempt to answer this question but did offer a summa~ of teachers' ideas 
on the subject., The answers fell into the following eight categoriess 
Inservice teacher education 
Teaching aids 
Evaluation of present practices 
Study of children and youth and their moral and spiritual needs 
More cooperation between home and school 
Better community appreciation of what schools are doing 
More individualization of instruction 
Clarification of the place of religion in the public schools in relation to 
teaching moral and spiritual values., 
1/ Figures in parentheses refer to the items in the bibliography at the end of 
this memorandum, 
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The subcommittee on teacher educat:j.on and religion of the American Association 
of Col+eges for Teacher Education, a department of the National Education Associa-
tion~ in 19.53 adopted the following policy statement: . 11The Committee recommends 
that the chief purpose of this study of Teacher Education and Religion be to dis• 
cover and develop ways and means to teach the reciprocal re$tion between religion 
and other elements in human culture in order that the prospective teacher, whether 
he teaches · literature, history, the arts, science or other subjects, be prepared 
to understand, to appreciate and to convey to his students the significance of 
religion in human affairs,. 11 
Books . and the Teaching of Spiritual Values 
. . 
Books written specifically to teach a moral principle can be ve~ dull. Such 
books were commonly used in the schools in the 19th century9 To~y there is some 
evidence that children's books can contribute pleasure and satisfaction, cultivate 
an increasing preference for artistic forms of writing, and build character without 
the moralizing found in school books of the past centu~o 
Arbuthnot (4) discussed the importance of esthetic experiences thru poetry, 
fiction, biography, and stories of adventure and animalso Urider each of these head-
ings she considered a few examples,~~ explaining how they contribute to children's 
esthetic and spiritual development. 
Clark, Arbuthnot~ and Gordon (13) suggested selecting groups of books which 
center around a specific themec> ClaJ:i<rs article dealt with books for the elemen-
tary grades which develop (a) a sense of security, (b) character values, (c) nature 
appreciation, (d) religious values, and (e) enrichment of experience thru poetry. 
Arbuthnot's article dealt with technics suitable for the middle and upper grades. 
Gordonts article dealt with various approaches to personal and social development 
in high schools and colleges~ 
Many bibliographies of books have been published in recent years. The follow• 
ing are a few of the best0 
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Bibliographies of Books 
lo American Association of University Women. Children's Books Around the World. 
Washington, D. C .. : the Association, 1952. 46 p., 
Annotated catalog of exhibition of books from 52 countries 
' . 
2. American Library Association, National Education Association, Association for 
Childhood Education, and National Council of Teachers of English Joint Com-
mittee., A Basic Book Collection for Elementary Grades• Fifth edition. Chic~ 
American Librar,r Association, 19Sle 123 p~ 
Books are grouped by subject, carefully annotated, and marked for grade 
level. 
3. American Library Association, National Education Associa~ion~ and National 
Council of Teachers of English, Joint Committeed A Basic Book Collection for 
High Schools. Chicago: American Library Association, 1942. 193 P• 
Books are grouped by subject and carefully annotated 0 
4o American Librar,r Association, National Education Association, and National 
Council of Teachers of English, Joint Committee. ~Way of I~troduction. 
Revised edition. Chicago: American Librar,r Assoc1ation, 1947. 142 p. · 
Books are grouped by subject and carefully annotated. 
5,. Association for Childhood Education International. B:i;bliography of Books for 
Children. Revised edition.. Washington, D. c.: the Association, 1953. 162 P• 
Annotated, classified, and graded list. 
6.. Beust, Nora E11 , compilero .500 Books for Children. u. S. Department of the 
Interior, Office of Education, Bulletin 1939, No. 11. Washington, D. c.: 
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, 194~. 89 p. 
7. 
Annotated; grouped by Grades I-III, IV-VI, and VII-VIII; symbols show 
suitability for beginners, for reading aloud, or for story telling. 
Cadwallader, Dorothy K o 1953 Annotated List of Books for Supplementary Reading. 
Brooklyn, N. Ye: Children 1 s Reading Service, 1953. 86 P• 
Books for kindergarten thru Grade IX. 
8 If Clark, Margaret M. "Books That Contribute to an Appreciation of Aesthetic and 
Spiritual Values .. " Personal and Social De·velo ment Throu -h 1\.eadin o Supple-
9. 
mentary Educational Monographs, No., Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1947o Po 95-98o 
Books are annotated and arranged in order of difficulty. 
Cleveland Public Library.. Books Every Child Should Know. Personal Growth 
Leaflet No .. 222 • Washington, D,. Co: National--EdUcation Association, n.d. 
16 Po 
Annotated; grouped by ages, 3 and 4, 5 to 7, 8 and 9, 10 and 11 years old. 
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100 DaVis~ -Loui~eo :Recommended Children's Books, 1952o New Yorks 
1952o 102 Pea 
L;ibrary Joi.uml, 
"' llo Horn, Gunnar, American Life in Biography.. Fersonal Growth Leaflet Noo 205 • 
Washington, Do Co& National Education Association, nod., 16. Po 
Annotated; grouped by field of endeavor, for example_p men with a mission, 
men of science, and great writerso 
12.. Horn, Gu.nnar.. American Life in Fiction" Personal Growth Leaflet No. 206. 
Washington, D .. Ceo: · National Education Association, n.,dco 16 Po 
Annotated; grouped by historical eras, for example, discovery and explora-
tion 1000-1607, and colonization 1607-1763. _ 
13o !:ircher, Clara J,, compiler., Character Fonnation Through BooksJ A Bibliog-
raphy0 Third edition retVised and enlarged .. WashingtOn, Do Cot Catholic Uni-
versity of America Press; 1952.. 103 P~ 
Annotated; current titles and classics; character index0 
140 National Council of Teachers of Englisho Fiction for Highschool Studfnts. 
Personal Growth Leaflet Noo 237. "Revised- edi ton.. Washington, D. C 0 : National 
Ed.ti.cation Association, 1953.. 16 Po · 
Annotated; arranged alphabetically by authoro 
National Council of Teachers of English0 Fiction for Junior Hi~chool Stu-
dents0 Personal Growth Leaflet No .. 233. :Revised edition. Was gtOn, Do Ccos . 
National Education Associatiop, 1953. 16 Po 
Annotated; arranged alphabetically by author0 
16.. National Council of Teachers of Englisho . Learning To Live in 19530 New York: 
HoW .. Wilson Co., 1953o 59 Po · 
Classified, graded ~ annotated book list for supplementary reading .. 
17 0 National Education Association and American Library Association.. Children's 
Books1 1951-52. Sturgis~ Micho8 Sturgis Printing Coo (Box 552), 1952,. B p 0 
160 Secondary Education Board, 
Milton, Masso-: the Board9 
Junior Booklist of the Secondary Education Board0 
l9SJo L8 Po 
Annotated, graded list of recent books for leisure reading, for Grades I 
to IXo 
Films for Teaching Spiritual Values 
The Educational Film Guide (23) listS~ many films which emphasize moral and 
spiritual qualities o The following films Y are a few of those listed0 Grade 
levels for which ·the . films are suitable are indicated by "P" for primary grades, 
g/ Inclusion of a film in this list does not necessarily-mean approval by the 
National Education Association.~~ nor does omission necessarily mean disapproval0 
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11 el 11 for elementary gradesll 11 jh11 for junior high school, and "sh" for senior high 
school. The full addresses of the film distributors are given in a separate list. 
1. Am I Trustworthy? 16 mmo 10 min. sound, also in color. (p, ~1) Coronet 
Instructional Filmsll 1950. 
Practicing trustworthiness in little things leads to trustworthiness in 
big things. 
2. Birthday Party. 16 mm. 29 min. soundo (el, jh, sh) Broadcasting and Film 
Commission, 1950. 
The Golden Rule and its application to everyday life .. 
3. Captains Courageous~ (School sequence) 16 mm. 12 min. sound. (jh) Teaching 
Film Custodiansll 1937 .. 
A rich father learns that his absorption in business is part of the reason 
why his son tries to get attention thru bribes and threats. 
4. Developing Self-Reliance0 16 rom. 10 min. sound, also in color. (jh, sh) 
Coronet Instructional Filmsll 1950 .. 
Shows the necessity for and the development of self-reliance. 
5. Families First. 16 mm~ 17 mino sound. (sh) New York State Department of 
Commerce)) 1948 .. 
Contrasts effects of social and antisocial attitudes. 
6. Family Life. 16 mm. 10 min110 sound, also in colore- (jh,;.~h) Coronet Instruc-
tional films , 1949o 
A family enjoys life because of shared responsibilities and privileges. 
7. Family Teamwork 0 16 mmo 16 min. sounda color. Frith Films, 1947. 
Shows the development of good judgment and self-expression in a family 
where children and parents help each othero 
8. Fitness Is a Family Affair0 16 mm. 19 mino sound. (jh, sh) National Film 
Board of Canadall 1948o 
Shows contrast between family without a sense of unity and one with a 
spirit of cooperationo 
9. Fun on the Playground. 16 mm. 10 min. sound. (el, jh) Encyclopaedia Bri-
tannica Films, 1947. 
Concerns fairness)) consideration, and cooperation in children's activi-
ties. 
10. ~. (Trial sequence) 16 mm. 14 mino sound. (jh, sh) Teaching Film Cus-
tOdians. 
Deals with perjury. 
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11. Glen Wakes Up.. lq mmo 11 min. sound. (el, jh) Young American Films, 1950. 
·. Life is more pleasant and satisfactory when each one shoulders his share 
of responsibilities~ 
12o How Honest Are You? 1 16 mmo 13~ mino sound, also in color~> Coronet Instruc-
tional Films, l9SOo 
Deals with the deep problem of honesty in certain situations. 
13. Love Thy Neighbor. 16 mmo 30 mino soundo (sh) Family Films, 1950. 
A postman is challenged by the problems in human relations that he finds 
on his city route and manages to get these people to put into practice the 
command, "Love thy neighbor.'' 
14. Make Your Own Decisions. · 16 mm. 10 min. sound, also in coloro (jh, sh) 
Coronet Instructional Films, 195lo 
Illustrates the alternatives that exist in every situationQ 
15. Other Fellow~s Feelings. 16 mm_. 8 min., sound., (el, jh) Young America Films, 
1951o 
Concerns teasing and ridiculeo 
16. Overcoming FearQ 16 mm 0 13~ min. sound, also in color~ (jh, sh) Coronet 
Instructional Films:; 1950., 
Courage is shown as an attitude which can be developed .. 
17. Patty Garman, Little Helper. 16 rnmo 11 min., sound .. color.. (p, el, jh) 
Frith Films, 1946. 
Shows how a little girl helps her family who 1i ves on a farm. 
18. Planning for Success. 16 mm. 10 mino sound, also in coloro (jh,sh) Coronet 
Instructional Films» 195lo 
Success depends upon setting reasonable ·goals and working toward them in 
a positive manner. 
19. Respect the Law. (Crime does not pay series.) 16 mmo 20 min., sound. (jh, 
sh) Teaching Film Custodians, 1940o 
The effect on a community of one man 1 s failure to respect the law 0 
Right or Wrong. (Making moral decisions .. ) 16 mm.. 10 min0 
color.. (jh, sh) Coronet Instructional Films, 1950., 
sound, also in 
The moral decision which must be made by a night watchman, a police 
sergeant, t he owner of a warehouse 3 a social worker9 and a boy's mother regard-
ing his association with a gang which broke windows. 
21. Speak No EVil. 16 mmo 30 min., , soundo (sh) Family Films, 1950., 
Shows effects of belief in the power of overcoming evil with good .. 
/ 
/ 
,.. 
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22. Understanding Your Ideals~ 16 mm. 13t min. sound, also in color. (jh, sh) 
Coronet Instructional" Films, 19.50. 
Shows what ideals are and how they influence and are influenced by 
charapter4 
23. Whispers. 16 mm. 10 min. sound. (el, jh, sh) Teaching Film Custodians, 
1941. 
Concerns the effects of the spreading of rumors. 
24. You and Your Friends. (Art of living series.) 16 mme 7 min. sound. (jh, sh) 
Aaso~ation Films, l946o 
Contrasts loyalty, dependability, and courtesy with breaking promises, 
lying1 and criticizing others behind their backs. 
25. Your Family. 16 mrn. 10 mino sound, also in color• (p1 el1 jh) Coronet 
Instructional Films, 1948. 
Story of a happy family--mutual understanding and cooperation. 
Distributors of the Films Listed Above 
1. Association Films 
347 Madison Avenue, New York 1;7,, N. Y. 
79 East Adams Street, Chicago =)\, Illo 
3.51 Turk Street, San Francisco ''2, Calif. 
191.5 Live Oak Street, Dallas, Texas 
Broad at Elm, Ridgefield, N. J. 
2" Coronet Instructional Films 
Coronet Building, Chicago 1, Illo 
3 • Encyclopaedia Britannica Films 
11.50 Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette, Ill. 
Rental libraries: 
.561 Martina Drive, N,. E., Atlanta .5, Ga. 
30 Huntington A venue 1 Boston 16, Mass. 
207 South Green Street, Chicago 7, Ill. 
712 North Haskell Street, Dallas 1, Texas 
450 West .56th Street, New York 191 N. Yo 
1610 East Mountain Street, Pasadena 7, Calif • 
5745 Crabtree Road, Binningham, Mich. 
4. Family Films 
8840 West Olympic Boulevard, Beverly Hills., Calif• 
.5. Frith Films 
1816 North Highland Street, Hollyliood 28, Calif. 
6. National Film Board of Canada 
l270 Avenue of the Americas, New York 20, N. Y. 
400 West Madison Street, Chicago 6, Ill• 
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7 o New York State Department of Coiill1lerce ~ Film Library 
11~ State Street.? Albany 7 .P No Yo _ _ · . 
-~ 8.. Broadcasting and Film Coiill1lission 
220 Fifth Avenue,p New York 1, N., Y~ 
9 o Teaching Film . Custodians 
25 West 43rd Street,p New York 361 N. Yo 
10. Young America Films 
18 'East 41st Street, New York 17 .P No Y., 
Spiritual Values and School Subjects 
In I95L the University. of Pittsburgh published a booklet ( LS) prepared by a 
committee on character educationa The committee surveyed teachers, parents, and 
pupils in order to obtain their ideas about character education and found that the 
indirect method of character education was much more prevalent than the direct 
methode The booklet outlines various traitsg sense of values• sense of duty, self-
reliance.? pride in a job well done~ consideration for others, respe~t for public 
property,p dependability, responsibility, and c·ourteeyo r·t also shows how these 
traits ·may be developed in the various school subjects; for example, how consider-
ation for others may be developed in the history class by hearing all ideas without 
comment until the speakers have finished., 
The committee did not feel that education for character growth depends . upon 
material but it listed books,p periodicals,p and films Which may be useful in character 
development0 
Moral and Spiritual Values thru Practical Applications 
Bower (7) suggested that many character development situations present them-
selves thru the behavior patterns of children., He pointed out how an understanding 
teacher can often guide children along lines which make him recognize certain values 
and thus enrich his charactera A few of these examples followg 
Marya a 12-year-old girl,p came to school every day with stories of great accom-
plishments and a display of seeming wealth. When it was finally discovered that the 
stories were untrue, Mary began taking money and fighting with her schoolmates 0 
/ 
•' 
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After a few Visits to the home, the teacher soon learned· that Mary was seeking 
recognition and trying to compensate for the things in life she wanted but could 
not have~> In this case the teacher worke~ very closely with the family in helping 
Mary to become proud of what she could do; this made the necessity for telling fan-
tastic stories disappear .. 
An example of personal integrit,y was shown by a second-grade pupil on the pl~­
ground when the teacher was unable to tell whether one player had been tagged. If 
he had been tagged his side would lose the point, of course. When asked by the 
teacher, Jerry immediately admitted that he had been tagged. The teacher stopped 
the game, got attention of the other children, and praised Jerry for being honest. 
Eecei ving recognition at the proper time made him proud that he had done the right 
thing. 
' ·. 
The pupils of every school have needs to be met and because of this the ad-
ministrator must keep the basic objectives in mind and before the public. Chafp;;._ .. 
fee (11) iisted two basic objective~ for a program of moral and spiritual values: 
religious emphasis from the nonsectarian approach, acceptable to the overwhelming 
majority of citizens of the local community, and .emphasis on the great ethical and 
moral values necessary for human progress. 
Character-Building Organizations for Youth 
1., .American Junior Red Cross, 18th and E Streets, N. W., Washington 131 D. c. 
Purposeg To further the objectives of the schools and to provtde youth with 
opportunities for taking part in the objectives and responsibilities of the 
Junerican :Red Cross. 
Activities include the promotion of intercultural and international understand-
ing, health and safety projects, services for veterans in hospitals, corre-
spondence with children abroad, and sending relief packages to children 
abroad. 
Periodicals: American Junior .Red Cross News in 7 issues .. per year for elementa- , 
ry-school classes, and American Junior Red Cross Journal in 7 issues per year 
for secondary-school classes. 
2. Boy Scouts of America, 2 Park Avenue, New York ~ l6, N'o Yo 
Purposes To provide training in Scoutcraft and to teach courage, self-reliance, 
and patriotism thru physical fitness and character development. 
Activities include camping, crafts, and outdoor experiences in general. 
Periodicalsg Boys' Life in 12 issues per year; Scouting (for adult leader) in 
11 issues per year., 
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3. Boys' Clubs of America,p 381 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, Ne y, 
Purtose & To promote all-round development of ·boys 0 Ac~Vities include recreation, athletics,p reading, vocational classes, and 
guidanceo 
Periodicals s 
quarterly; 
Boyst Club Bulletin, 10 issues per year; Boys'" Club Courier, 
and Boyst Club service, mon~hly. 
4.. Camp Fire Girls,p 16 East 48th Street1 New York 17, N. Yo 
Puryoseg To fonn habits for health and character. 
Activities include seven typesg Home, creative arts, outdoors, frontiers of 
science, sports; business, .and citizenship. 
Periodicalss Camp Fire Girl, 10 issues per year, 
5~ Girl Beauts of the Uo S, Ao, 155 East 44th Street,p New York 17, N. Y. 
Purpose: To provide activities for producing active, well-balanced citizens. 
Activities include outdoor living, homemaking, recreation, health, and voca-
tional exploration, Character is given prime consideratione 
Periodicalsg American Girl, issued monthly; Girl SCout Leader in 9 issues 
per year 0 
Examples of What the Schools Are Doing 
Smith ( 42) made a survey of the methods used iri public schools to teach char-
acter education and found 20 patterns in useg (a) general school environment; 
(b) regular curriculum; (c) influence and example; (d) intercultural experiences; 
(e) special courses of instruction; (f) extracurriculum actiVities; (g) appeals · 
to reason, commonsense, and good judgment; (h) slogans, posters, proverbs, and 
cartoons; (i) use of awards; (j) visual aids and radio; (k) student government; 
(1) student participation in community activities; (m) guidance and adjustment 
program; (n) student participation in school affairs; (o) habit-forming experi-
ences; (p) homeroom programs, experiences, and projects; (q) formal and informal 
religious experiences; (r) assembly programs; (s) 11 off the school ground" experi-
ences; and (t) stressing of traits,p ideals, and principles 0 
Smith briefly discussed t he value of each of these procedures in developing 
character, but his viewpoint was broad enough to include appreciations and ideals 
of thought and behavior which are more than character development.. .Altho Smith 
uses the term 91character education," it would appear that .the tenn is inter-
changeable with "spiritual valueso" 
/ 
• 
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Smith listed 18 principles which administrators and teachers should consider 
- before inaugurating a program. He suggested programs for the elementary grades, 
~unior high school~ and senior high school. 
"Spiritual values" was the subject of the Twenty•Sixth Yearbook of the NEA De-
partment of Elementary School Principals (3$1) o Elementary-school teachers and 
principals described their experiences with children. · Some of the procedures were 
planned~ but many more just happened~ and teachers used the opportunities to teach 
valuable lessons. 
The following descriptions are a few plaris which have been tried or are ·now . in 
operation. Much of this infonnation is based on handbooks which have been written 
by committees of teachers and administratorso 
Long Beach, California--"The basic strength of any nation is the personal in-
tegrity of its citizenship." This is the basis of a handbook which the Long Beach 
Public Schools have made available to teachers for use in the elementary schools (2~. 
This guide first discusses the presentday attitude toward character, the 
sources of character valuesi and conduct as character in action. Then it quotes 
from a bulletin of the u. S., Office of Education (28) an analysis of the character-
istics of physical, mental, and emotional growth of children, and the responsibil-
ities of the elementary schools in these areaso 
Next are accounts of classroom incidents in which children applied ethical 
principles. Seven behavior patterns are then considered& (a) exercising coopera-
tion, (b) assuming responsibilityj (c ) showing group concern, (d) evaluating self, 
(e) using judgment~ (f) using creative power, and (g) extending courtesy .. Each 
one is considered by itself. F91lowing a short definition is a list of activities 
which will develop the quality and a list of school experiences which can be used 
for the same purpose. Then an incident illustrating the quality is described~ 
Los Angeles, California--The public schools of Los Angeles have developed a 
handbook (26) on moral and spiritual valueso After outlining the aim, the plan; 
and the approach, this handbook discusses the importance of moral and spiritual 
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values in education,~~ thru the individual; the school, and the classroomo The 12 
"key qualities" emphasized areg appreciation, cooperationll courage, faith, gen-
erosity, goodwill, honesty,~~ kindness,~~ loyalty, respect for law, responsibility, 
and reverence 0 
The school contributes to the development of spiritual qualities thru assem-
blies, patriotic observances,~~ student government,~~ clubs, honor societies, construc-
tive disciplinell mental and physical healthll and a counseling and guidance center. 
The handbook describes each one of·· these i terns .11 discusses the qualities which each 
one can develop, gives examples from real life, and makes suggestions 0 
Next the development .of spiritual qualities is brought into the classroom 0 
Each subject can cultivate specific qualities. For example, mathematics emphasizes 
accuracy and respect for law, foreign languages foster goodwill toward other na-
tionsg physical education teaches teamwork, and science teaches reverence and 
humilityo 
The bulk of the handbook lists reference materials selected from literature, 
social studies 9 music, and art which develop each of the 12 key qualitieso After 
an introductory interpretation of the quality, these reference materials are 
further grouped by grade levelse A separate section lists fiJms, slides, and 
transcriptions which emphasize each of the key qualitiesa 
How does this program work? Phi Delta Kappa,n reported the results of a class 
assignment in one high school (3e)o For 10 days the pupils agreed to practice · 
the Golden Rule at home and report results and their own conclusions. They 
believed that they had become more considerate and thoughtful of others, had 
achieved a closer relationship with their parents» and more than that,~~ they had 
found happinessg 
Phi Delta Kappan (38) also reported a list of activities which the teachers 
in one junior high school used to teach the key qualities emphasized in the hand-
book described above 0 The activities most commonly found helpful were g (a) in-
sistence on accuracy and pre~ision; (b) insistence on orderliness in all class 
; 
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~orkj (c) democratic organi~ation ofthe classroom; (d) cooperative planning of 
classroom actiVities with the pupils; (e) evaluation with pupils of all projects 
and activi~iesj and (f)" competitive activities to stimulate self-control, goodwill, 
and other qualities. 
San Diego1 California--The handbook on education for spiritual values pub-
lished by the San Diego City Schools (~0) lists such qualities as generosity, good-
will, cooperation) loyalty, and honesty as the qualities which "contribute to the 
-dignity and worth of human personalityq 11 All such qualities the handbook organizes 
i 
into five areas~ (a) respect for personality; '·(b) loyalty to ideals of American 
. democratic group life; (c) responsibility for self-direction; (d) perseverance in 
pursuit of worthy goals; and (e) sensitivity, creative ability, and reverence. 
Five chapters present accounts of incidents and practices which illustrate 
the five areas and explanations which tie the incidents in with the central theme. 
Part 2 consists of a chapter called "The Influence of the Teacher's Personal-
ity," which discusses the teacher 1 s attitudes and activities from the. point of 
view of developing ethical and spiritual qualities in children, and a chapter which 
points out opportunities for teaching spiritual values in physical education~ 
social studies, language arts, science, art, homemaking, and musico 
Also included in this handbook are lists of books, songs, recordings, films, 
and flat pictures which are available to teachers at the Visual Instruction Center, 
the Central Librar,y, and the Professional Librar.yft 
-· 
Kentucky ("(., 17, 18, and 23)--In 1947 the state superintendent of public in-
struction appointed a Commit~e on Moral and Spiritual Education• In 1946 an 
advisory committee of professional educat~r~. was named,. After much studyt it was 
decided that the program ·should develop out of the experiences of classroom teach-
ers, it 'should not be a required course, and there should be guidance for teacher 
workshops and seminars in teachers colleges6 
A workshop was held in the summer of 1949 for the purpose of orientation and 
actual experienceo Six pilot experimental schools were choseno A second workshop 
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was held in the summer of 1950, and in 1951 the workshops were open to all those 
interested in the programo It was not the purpose of the State Department of 
Education to impose this program upon schools but to make its resources available 
to schools that felt the need of emphasis upon moral and spiritual value$. 
The booklet, "Parents as Partners" (22), came out ~f ~ parents study group 
which met weekly for six weeks with the purpose of stuqying the Kentucky school 
program to see i.f any of its ideas would be applicable to the home. 
In 1952 parents were invited for the first time to attend the teachers summer 
workshop at the University of LdUisville; they not only attended this workshop but 
were also represented in its planning~ Plans are now under way for a two-day week-
end camp for families which will be an experience in living by values 0 The pro-grain 
is expected to include recreational activities for children while the parents are 
in study sessions. The family activities to be demonstrated will include councils 
for making family decisions, games suitable for trips1 ways to celebrate birthdays, 
and types of family worshipo 
Baltimore 1 Maryland~-In September 1944 the Character Education Committee o.f 
the Baltimore Public Schools started a survey of the programs being conducted in 
the various public schools in the city (6) 0 After a thoro investigation the 
committee decided that released-time programs for religious instruction were not 
the answer to the need for instruction in spiritual values. The committee believed 
that certain school activities and subjects could contribute much to charactero 
For example, the athletic program and the student council promote good sports.man-
~hip and cooperation, and chorus work in music gives a feeling of shared pleasure 
as a result of unified effort. 
A booklet entitled "Better Intercultural Relations'' (5) was prepared by the sub-
committee on intercultural education. From time to time articles are published in 
the Baltimore Bulletin of Education giving the most recent developnents in this 
area. 
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Salt Lake City, Utah--The annual report for 1946-47 of the Salt Lake City 
~ 
Public Schools describes the procedures and results of a program emphasizing char-
acter education and spirituality (.)~)IJ The theme is expressed in these words~ 
"The schools must be constantly on the alert to see that the child1 s classroom 
activities present a program of living which is consistent with habits and atti-
tudes that are conducive to the welfare and happiness of others." 
The program started with the Christmas season activitieso All activities and 
progr~s emphasized two ideas--the worth of human personality and the worth of 
cooperative fellowship 0 These ideas were developed thru experiencing beauty in 
Christmas music, story, poetry, art, drama.~~ and rhythmo 
Next the teachers and principals cooperated in a survey of ethical conduct 
activities 0 Usually teachers reported their own observations and experiences 0 
In the senior high schools.~~ however.~~ the pupils worked on the project cooperatively 
with the teacherso Grade summaries were made of the findings from all the schools. 
For example, in kindergarten and first grade suggested learnings under the topic 
"respect for human personality" included (a) learning to live with age mates and 
(b) being willing to limit actiVities when they infringe upon the rights of others. 
The topic.~~ "ability to participate constructively in democratic group life," in-
cluded such learnings as (a) working with others in carrying out a task and (b) 
learning to respect authorityo The third topics "inc!8asing power over one's 
destinyj)" included such learnings as (a) admitting mistakes and (b) doing things 
independently a 
In the spring of 1947 the teachers institute concerned ethical development. 
Thirty-four discussions arranged by grade level and subject provided opportunities 
for all the teachers of the city to participateG One activity of the institute 
was consideration of subjectmatter fields and the opportunities for the deyelopment 
of ethical conduct and spiritual values they presentedo The "ideas" mentioned 
above were again the bases of suggested activities. 
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Hawaii--After four years of work a committee of churchmen, laymen, and educa-
tors produced a handbook (20) for teachers to use as a guide in moral and ethical 
values. They divided the substance of these values _ into four parts: (a) apprecia-
tion of self, (b) social sensitivity and competence~ (c) hannonizing of values, 
and (d) appreciation of man and the universe. They considered the teacher, the 
school physical environment, and the administrative and supervisory climate to 
be the foundation of a sound program.. The teacher's greatest influence is thru 
· exampleo The natural beauties of the islands can lead to an appreciation of 
beauty and a sense of community responsibility- School administrators can create 
an atmosphere of democracy in which children can grow best morally and spiritual~. 
The largest part of the book concerns the four areas listed above. Each one 
is explained and illustrated with classroom incidents on three levels--kinder-
garten .and primary, upper elementary, and secondary levelso 
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